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Abstract
Sintering of nanomaterials has been broadly utilized as a joining technique in various
applications for achieving excellent mechanical, thermal, and electronic properties. However,
the joining of the nanomaterial will facilitate the growth of the nanograin, which deteriorate
the performance of the mechanical properties. Also, different defects developed during the
sintering process deteriorate the thermal and electronic properties. Therefore, how to prevent
the growth of the nanograin and the development of the defects during sintering have become
an extremely important issue for improving the properties of sintered joints. This research
employs molecular dynamics approach to reveal the atomic-scale sintering dynamics and
study the properties of the sintered products of Cu-Ag core-shell nanoparticles (NPs) and
nanowires (NWs), over a wide range of temperatures and on three different sintering models:
(1) two core-shell NP model; (2) two core-shell NW model; (3) multiple core-shell NP model.
Two new sintering mechanisms are found: (1) crystallization-amorphization-recrystallization
during solid-phase sintering process and (2) wetting in the sintering of two unequally sized
NPs induced by its own small size of existence of Cu core. A three-stage sintering is found
for both NPs and NWs. The rupture strength of the sintered joint in the NW is found even
higher than the CS NW itself. The effect of porosity and NP agglomeration effect on sintering
of multiple core-shell NP model is unravled and the properties of the sintered structure at
different temperatures are analyzed in terms of the porosity, grain size, and crystallinity.
Through these researches, size and temperature effects on the sintering dynamics of the Cu-
Ag core shell NPs/NWs are unraveled, enhanced understanding in defects formation and
grain growth are achieved. Those results are expected to contribute to the development of
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1.1 Sintering of Copper (Cu)-Silver (Ag) Core-Shell
Nanostructures
Sintering, as a manufacture technique in powder metallurgy and ceramic processing at
microscopic/macroscopic [4], has been extended to nanoscale, as a pathway to achieve
flexible and low-cost electronic devices [5, 6, 7, 8]. Among various nanostructures, Ag
nanoparticles/nanowires have been broadly utilized due to their excellent thermal and
electrical conductivity. However, the high cost in synthesizing the Ag nanostructure and
the material itself has prohibited wider application of them. In order to lower the cost while
maintaining the high thermal and electrical conductivities, the Cu-Ag core-shell structure
has been adopted as an alternative. This Cu-Ag core-shell structure can also effectively
prevent the oxidation of the Cu core.
In all of those electronic applications, the Ag nanostructures are required to sinter to
each other, in order to achieve a more densified structure with higher mechanical strength,
thermal, and electrical conductivities. However, during sintering process, growth of grain
and formation of defect normally occurs, which would deteriorate the properties of the final
sintered structures. Thus, understanding the sintering dynamics under different conditions is
a prerequisite for efficient control of sintering products. Sintering of microscopic/macroscopic
nanoparticles have been extensively studied, and six dominant mechanisms are unravelled
1
[1], they are: (1) surface diffusion; (2) lattice diffusion from the surface; (3) vapor transport;
(4) grain boundary diffusion; (5) lattice diffusion from the grain boundary; (6) plastic flow,
as shown in the Figure 1.1. However, the nanostructures have very large surface area to
bulk volume ratio, i.e., the surface atoms occupy a large fraction of the whole atoms. Thus,
the surface energy of the nanostructures is much higher than the bulk counterpart, which
can induce different sintering mechanisms due to higher surface mobility. In summary, the
surface crystallographic orientation, size, temperature, etc. would yield different sintering
dynamics of the nanostructures, while the research of sintering of nanostructures is still
immature.
Figure 1.1: Six dominant sintering mechanisms of microscopic/macroscopic particles. This
image is a modified version from the book [1].
There are two main problems in the current research of sintering of nanostructures: (1)
Most researches focus on monometallic two-nanoparticle (NP) model, which is only validated
for loosely-packed NP sintering on substrate or in gas phase, thus it neglects important
factors, such as the porosity and NP agglomeration effect, which can alternate the sintering
2
dynamics. Very limited researches can be found on the sintering of multiple NPs, thus the
sintering dynamics of a more realistic model is still quite immature; (2) None of the research
has studied the sintering dynamics of core-shell nanostructures, instead only the pure NP has
been studied. Because of the existence of the core, the surface mobility of the nanostructues
can be significantly increased, which can also alternate the sintering dynamics and influence
the properties of the sintered product.
As an initial work in sintering dynamics of core-shell nanostructure, this work is
divided into three stages, aiming at obtaining an integrative understanding of the sintering
mechanism at different sintering conditions, including the growth of the grain and formation
of defects. In the first stage of this research, sintering of two-NP model with Cu-Ag NPs are
studied. Temperature and size effect of the sintering dynamics are included. Novel sintering
mechanisms are unravelled. In the second stage, sintering of two-NP/NW model with Cu-Ag
core-shell NPs and NWs at room temperature is compared. A three-stage sintering is found
for both NPs and NWs. It is also found that the rupture strength of the sintered joint in
the NW can be higher than the CS NW itself. In the third stage, the sintering dynamics of
multiple-NP model with Cu-Ag core shell NP, and the properties of the sintered structure
at different temperatures are analyzed in terms of the porosity, grain size, and crystallinity.
Due to the ultrafine size of the nanostructure, it is challenging to design in situ experiment
to harvest the atomic-scale sintering mechanisms, thus molecular dynamics is employed,
which can provide us an atomic-scale perspective. A brief introduction to molecular dynamics
is presented in the following section and all of the details of simulation setup and results will
be elaborated in the following three chapters (chapter 2, 3, and 4).
1.2 Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is one of the types of “computer simulations”, which
investigates various atomic-scale phenomena, such as mass transport (e.g., melting, sintering,
oxidation, diffusion, etc) and thermal transport (e.g., phonon scattering) (Figure 1.2). MD is
also capable of calculating various static properties, including lattice constant, bulk modulus,
heat capacity, thermal expansion coefficient, etc.
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MD employs the Newton’s second law to derive the motion of atoms at each time step,





Here fi is the force acting on atom i, and u is the potential energy, which is specified by
the interaction parameters in input file or a separate interaction potential file as used for
embedded atom method potential.
Equation 1.1 illustrates the most fundamental but simple physics underlying MD. From
this equation, it is known that the accuracy of the interaction potential determines the
value of the simulation results (namely, MD obeys the simple rule: garbage in, garbage
out). Thus, selecting a suitable potential is always the first step, and the most important
step before implementing any simulation. Also, there are many other details need extreme
care, such as boundary condition, timestep, system size, ensemble, simulation time, scaling
performance, etc. Since all of these are not main focus of this research and they have already
been documented in detail in many books and papers [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], they will
not be elaborated here.
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Figure 1.2: Application examples of molecular dynamics, including melting, oxidation,
phonon scattering, sintering, brazing, and precipitate diffusion. The images of “Oxidation
of Ni nanowire” and “Phonon-hole scattering in graphene” are from the paper “Role of
surface oxidation on the size dependent mechanical properties of nickel nanowires: a ReaxFF
molecular dynamics study” [2] and “Thermal rectification via asymmetric structural defects
in graphene” [3], respectively. All others images are from Jiaqi Wang’s own work.
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Chapter 2
Geometrical Effects on Sintering
Dynamics of Cu-Ag Core-Shell
Nanoparticles
Note: Chapter 2 is a modified version of the publication: Jiaqi Wang, Seungha Shin*, and
Anming Hu, “Geometrical effects on sintering dynamics of Cu-Ag core-shell nanoparticles”,
The Journal of Physical Chemistry C, 120, 17791-17800 (2016).
2.1 Introduction
Bimetallic nanoparticle (NP) [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] has unique thermal, electrical, and
mechanical properties, which have contributed to the development of technology in wire-
bonding, lead-free soldering materials and construction of nanoscale devices. Ag NPs with
various sizes have been created and utilized as conductive pastes in these applications in
order to achieve reliable joining with other structures through sintering [16, 21]. However,
the high cost of Ag NPs has hindered the industrial application of such technology [22, 23].
Pure Cu has thermal and electrical conductivities comparable to pure Ag (only 4.5% and
6.5% less than that of Ag respectively) [24], whereas the price of pure Cu nanopowder is
only one-quarter of Ag nanopowder. For lowering cost while maintaining the good thermal
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and electrical conductivities, Cu-Ag core-shell (CS) NP is synthesized as a replacement of
pure Ag NP [25, 26, 27, 28].
The sintering of NPs is a crucial metallurgic method for fabrication of nanomaterials with
tailored properties, and is frequently utilized in nanojoining and inkjet printing technology
[29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. NP has larger surface curvature and higher surface energy
compared with bulk counterpart, both of which facilitate the sintering of NPs and render
the sintering process different from their micro/millimeter-scale counterparts [36]. Numerous
studies have been conducted to identify the effects of NP size, temperature, heating rate,
and crystallographic orientation on the sintering process of NPs [37, 38, 39, 40]. Various
sintering mechanisms including stress-induced plasticity [38], elastic deformation and surface
diffusion mechanisms [39] have been suggested; among them, it has been broadly reported
that the sintering of NPs is dominated by surface diffusion and grain boundary diffusion
[41]. However, the sintering of Cu-Ag CS NPs has not been studied according to our best
knowledge, and different dominant sintering mechanisms are expected due to the interfacial
restructuring because of the lattice mismatch between Ag and Cu [42].
In this research, molecular dynamics (MD) is firstly employed to simulate the sintering of
Cu-Ag CS NPs. Despite a limited experimental observation of the structural evolution during
sintering, the MD simulation provides a powerful tool to monitor the atom trajectory [36,
43, 44]. Temperature and size effects on the sintering kinetics are investigated by evolution
of shrinkage (ζ), local crystalline structure, and potential energy (PE, EP ) during sintering.
2.2 Methodology
2.2.1 MD Simulation Implementation
The embedded atom method (EAM) potential [45] for Cu and Ag alloy system is selected
as the force field in our simulations. This binary EAM potential is constructed from a
combination of existing EAM potentials for Cu and Ag, both of which can accurately
reproduce the lattice parameters, cohesive energy, elastic constants, and phonon frequencies
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of Cu and Ag [46], respectively. In addition, the Cu-Ag phase diagram and high-
temperature properties calculated from the constructed EAM agree well with experiments,
which demonstrates that the selected force field is suitable for the melting and sintering
simulations over broad temperature ranges [46]. Based on this potential model, the total










where vij(rij) is the pair interaction energy between atoms i and j separated by distance rij,
and Fij is the embedding energy of atom i, which is a function of the host electron density





where ρj(rij) is the electron density function of atom i assigned to atom j.
The Cu core and Ag shell atoms both within face-centered cubic (FCC) lattice sites
are located in a spherical shape in non-periodic vacuum cell. Each CS NP is relaxed at
300 K for 50 ps separately to eliminate any effects induced by instabilities of initial CS
structure. After relaxation, the PE of the CS NP reaches equilibrium, indicating that the
whole system is fully relaxed. The equilibrated NPs are then used as initial structures for
melting and sintering simulations, and all the simulations in this research are performed
using the LAMMPS code [47], and part of the simulations relies on Extreme Science and
Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) resources [48].
NV T canonical ensemble (constant number of atoms, volume, and temperature) is
employed with the Nosé-Hoover thermostat for temperature control. A uniform temperature
is obtained by eliminating the temperature gradient inside the NP with isothermal-heating
(IH) method [43]; thus, heat transfer effects on the melting and sintering process can be
ignored. 1 fs is chosen as a time step, which has been validated that it conserves energy well
in NV E microcanonical ensemble (constant number of atoms, volume, and energy). The
duration of sintering simulation is 500 ps. Several test simulations up to 10 ns showed that
the sintered morphology did not show distinct change after 500 ps; thus, 500 ps is selected
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as a total simulation time. Although a complete sintering process cannot be achieved within
this time scale (not even in 10 ns), various phenomena in the early stages of the sintering
process including neck formation, neck growth, and densification can be studied through
these MD simulations.
2.2.2 Analysis Method
PE and Lindemann index (LI, δLI) have been widely applied to determine the melting points
(MPs) of CS and pure NPs in previous studies [49, 50, 51, 52]. MP is identified as a
temperature at which a steep increase of PE occurs due to the absorption of latent heat as
NP melts. LI indicates thermally driven disorders and determines the MP at which a sharp
increase occurs. LI values of 0.07 and 0.1 are regarded as melting criteria of pure Ag and Cu
atoms [49], and an atom with LI larger than the criteria is defined as a Lindemann atom.










where N is the total number of atoms in the system, rij is the distance between i-th and
j-th atoms, and 〈〉 represents an ensemble average. The LI of the system is defined as the







Shrinkage (ζ) characterizes the sintering process and is defined as the ratio of change in








where L0 is the distance between the centers of mass of two adjacent NPs at the onset of
sintering (equivalent to the addition of two sintered NPs’ radii), and L is the instantaneous
distance of centers of mass during sintering process. In the analysis of sintering mechanisms
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and processes, the slope of shrinkage curve is employed to distinguish sintering stages. Neck
size, as an important parameter in determining the sinterability of two NPs [16, 54], is also
measured where the curvature is the largest among the circumference.
The mean squared displacement (MSD, 〈d2〉) of Ag shell atoms located within the
outermost layer is calculated to reveal the sintering mechanism by Einstein’s relation, which
is given by
〈d2〉 = 〈{[r(t0 + τ)− rcom(t0 + τ)]− [r(t0)− rcom(t0)]}2〉 (2.6)
Here t0 is the time origin, and τ is the observation time. 〈〉 represents an ensemble average
over all atoms and all time origins. r(t0) is atom position at time origin, while rcom(t0) is
position of center of mass at time origin. After observation time τ , the position of each
atom and center of mass become r(t0 + τ) and rcom(t0 + τ), respectively. The calculated
MSD has eliminated any effect of the random center-of-mass motion caused by Nosé-Hoover
thermostats.
The local structural evolution is identified through the common neighbor analysis
[55, 56, 57], which has been extensively employed for the study on structural evolution
of nanomaterials during melting, sintering, and mechanical deformation processes [58, 59,
60, 61, 62, 63]. Usually, two atoms are regarded as bonded, if their distance is less than a
specified cutoff radius rcut; e.g., for FCC structures, the cutoff radius is set to be halfway







where aFCC is the lattice constant of FCC crystal structure. The obtained cutoff radii for
Ag and Cu, according to Equation 2.7, are 3.491 and 3.081 Å, respectively. Local orders
of atoms are classified into three categories: (1) FCC (atoms in a local FCC order), (2)
hexagonal closed packed (HCP, atoms in a local HCP orders), and (3) amorphous (atoms in
all other local orders). A single HCP layer in the FCC crystal is regarded as a twin boundary
(TB), while two HCP layers are considered to be a stacking fault [60, 63].
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2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Thermal Stability: Melting of Different-Sized Cu-Ag CS
NPs
Thermal stabilities of four different-sized Cu-Ag CS NPs with a fixed core radius/shell
thickness ratio (1:1) are studied (Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1). These simulations identify
MPs and melting process, which validates our simulation methodology. Additionally, since
the melting of the NP is known to significantly affect the sintering process (e.g., the surface
premelting of the NP facilitates the shrinkage growth during sintering process [16]), the
thermal stability of the NP under various conditions should be identified to understand the
sintering mechanisms.
Table 2.1: Configuration of Cu-Ag core-shell NPs with four different sizes. NP type is
presented as AgxCuy, and x or y is time of lattice constant (aAg = 4.085 Å) of Ag. Note
that x:y is not ratio of number of Ag atoms to number of Cu atoms, but the ratio of CS NP
radius to core radius, and it is maintained as 2:1. Namely, the ratio of shell thickness to core
radius is 1:1.
NP type Shell thickness/Å Core radius/Å #Cu atoms #Ag atoms
(a) Ag3Cu1.5 1.5aAg 1.5aAg 79 401
(b) Ag5Cu2.5 2.5aAg 2.5aAg 369 1871
(c) Ag7Cu3.5 3.5aAg 3.5aAg 1055 5089
(d) Ag9Cu4.5 4.5aAg 4.5aAg 2171 10707
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Figure 2.1: Cross-sectional images of four Cu(gold)-Ag(grey) core-shell NPs with different
sizes: (a) Ag3Cu1.5, (b) Ag5Cu2.5, (c) Ag7Cu3.5, (d) Ag9Cu4.5.
MPs are determined as 720, 960, 1140, and 1220 K for Ag3Cu1.5, Ag5Cu2.5, Ag7Cu3.5,
and Ag9Cu4.5, respectively, as indicated by PE and LI profile in Figures 2.2a and 2.2b. Local
crystalline structural evolution (Figure 2.3) and LI of each atom (Figure 2.4) in Ag5Cu2.5
during IH process are shown as a representative melting process. The MPs, determined by
well-established PE and LI criteria, coincide well with each other for various sizes of NP,
which verifies our methodology.
Before melting, both PE and LI increase linearly with temperature. Surface atoms of Ag
shell and interfacial atoms show higher mobility than other atoms. When the temperature
of NP Ag5Cu2.5 reaches 900 K, surface premelting occurs as indicated by appearance of
Lindemann atoms in the outer shell [Figure 2.4(c)], and this surface premelting propagates
from outer shell to inner core as temperature increases [Figures 2.4(d), and (e)]. The
observation of surface premelting and its propagation direction agree well with previous
reports for the Cu-Ag CS NP [64], and also other NPs such as Pt-Pd CS NPs [65]. At 960
K, all of the inner core atoms are excited, and no crystal structure is maintained at this
temperature [Figures 2.3 at 960 K and 2.4(f)] . The LI evolution of inner core atoms also
coincides with reported simulation results [58].
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(a) Potential energy (Ep)















(b) Lindemann index (δLI)
Figure 2.2: Temperature dependence of ensemble-averaged (a) potential energy (EP ), and
(b) Lindemann index (δLI) profile of different-sized NPs during IH process.
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Figure 2.3: Local crystalline structure evolution of NP Ag5Cu2.5 at representative
temperatures. It is analyzed by common neighbor analysis. (Light Green: Ag FCC; Blue: Ag
HCP; Cyan: Ag amorphous; Yellow: Cu FCC; Dark Green: Cu HCP; Red: Cu Amorphous)
As temperature increases, atoms located in FCC lattice site of both Ag shell and Cu core
switch to amorphous orders. At 960 K, no FCC or HCP lattice is observed, indicating
the completion of solid to liquid phase transition. This coincides well with the melting
temperature determined by potential energy and Lindemann index profile.
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Figure 2.4: Lindemann index (LI, δLI) of each atom along the radius of NP Ag5Cu2.5 at
representative temperatures. Red sphere represents LI of Cu core while blue one represents
the LI of Ag shell. Disorders of both shell and interface regions increase with increasing
temperature. The disorders of the shell atoms lead to the surface premelting, and propagate
toward the center of the NP.
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2.3.2 Sintering of Two Equally Sized NPs
To investigate the size effects on the sintering dynamics of two equally sized NPs, three pairs
of NPs, which are Ag3Cu1.5-Ag3Cu1.5, Ag5Cu2.5-Ag5Cu2.5, Ag7Cu3.5-Ag7Cu3.5, are studied
at various temperatures (300 K to 1200 K). The initial structure is relaxed at 300 K for
sintering simulations at all different temperatures, and the geometrical details of the two
NPs are the same as the ones in the melting simulations. The local crystalline structure
in cross section of NP pair Ag5Cu2.5-Ag5Cu2.5 after relaxation at 300 K is shown in Figure
2.5a. Because of the small size (i.e., large curvature, which induces high surface energy),
the geometry of NP after relaxation is faceted, deviating from a perfect spherical shape.
Since the facets have different areas and crystallographic orientations, they release different
amounts of energy when the free surface is annihilated during sintering. Therefore, different
sintering mechanisms are expected due to different amounts of released energy. In order to
eliminate the effect of relative crystallographic orientation, the left and right NPs are placed
facing (100) surfaces to each other, with a distance of 3 Å between the nearest atoms in
all cases. After relaxation, the local orders of Ag atoms located in proximity of the surface
and the Ag/Cu interface are amorphous, while the atoms located between the surface and
interface remain at FCC lattice sites and no HCP crystalline structure is detected in Ag
shell. The interfacial Cu atoms are also recognized as amorphous due to restructuring by
the lattice mismatch and interfacial interaction, and the Shockley partial dislocations form
HCP atoms in two adjacent (111) planes within the core [60, 66].
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Figure 2.5: Local crystalline structure of two Ag5Cu2.5 NPs during solid-phase sintering
at 300 K. (a) Initial atomic configuration after relaxation at 300 K and (b)-(l) structural
evolution at various instants. Color scheme is explained as below: Cyan: Ag amorphous;
Light Green: Ag FCC; Blue: Ag HCP; Red: Cu Amorphous; Yellow: Cu FCC; Dark Green:
Cu HCP.
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Kinetic energy (KE), which is dependent on temperature, should be sufficient to activate
the diffusion mechanism for sintering, and the diffusion activation energy depends on the
location (e.g., surface, interface, core, etc.) and structure (e.g., FCC, HCP, and amorphous).
Thus, different sintering mechanisms are expected depending on temperature. Here, the
sintering mechanisms of NPs are discussed in three temperature regimes; solid-phase (< MP
- 100 K), surface-premelting-induced (MP - 100 K < T < MP), and liquid-phase sintering (>
MP). Since the solid-phase sintering is critical in the assembly and joining of nanomaterials,
sintering mechanism at room temperature is our main focus.
The snapshots of local crystalline structural evolution of two Ag5Cu2.5 NPs during
sintering at 300 K are chosen as a representative to illustrate the solid-phase sintering
process [Figure 2.5 (b)-(l)]. At initial stage of sintering, the NPs approach each other,
forming a neck with weak bonding. This initial bilayer neck is amorphous, inducing a
high-energy grain boundary [Figure 2.5(b)]. Interfacial atoms are then relaxed for energy
minimization, forming crystalline structures [Figure 2.5(c)]. Therefore, the grain boundary
energy decreases, as demonstrated by the reduction in PE of Ag shell between points (b)
and (c) in Figure 2.6a. However, this initially crystallized structure is transient; i.e., as neck
grows, the crystallized neck region becomes amorphous again, and only a small fraction of
crystallized structure remains [Figur 2.5(d)]. Reduction in surface area and curvature as a
result of sintering from point (c) to (d) further decreases PE by annihilation of free surfaces.
Starting from point (d), PE climbs to a peak at point (e) due to the elastic energy induced
by formation of HCP structure [Figure 2.5(e)]. Right after point (e), NPs are rotated for
optimal crystallization positions. Consequently, atoms in the neck region are crystallized
again with strong bonding [Figure 2.5(g)], contributing to PE reduction from point (e) to
(g). Amorphization-recrystallization has been reported for sintering of nickel NPs with 2.2
nm diameter [67, 68], however, here we observe crystallization before amorphization, and thus
a new crystallization-amorphization-recrystallization mechanism is detected. This difference
can be attributed to two reasons. First, crystallization before amorphization occurs very
quickly in the initial stage of sintering, which is accomplished within several picoseconds,
making it difficult to observe especially in experiment. Therefore, it has not been reported
before from both computational and experimental perspectives. Second, this mechanism is
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size dependent. For nickel NP with a diameter of 2.2 nm, surface atoms with dangling bonds
occupy a large fraction of the whole NP. As a result, the NP itself is in a quasi-liquid state,
making it difficult to crystallize before amorphization during sintering. After sintering, two
NPs coalesce into one larger NP and then it crystallizes to reach an energy-minimum state.
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(c) Mean square displacement (MSD, 〈d2〉)
Figure 2.6: (a) Potential energy (Ep) evolution of Ag shell during the sintering of NP pair
Ag5Cu2.5-Ag5Cu2.5 at 300 K. Points a to l indicate the instants illustrated in Figure 2.5, at
which representative structural transformations occur. (b) Shrinkage (ζ) of two equal-sized
Ag5Cu2.5 NPs during solid-phase sintering at 300 K (black square), 500 K (red circle), and
700 K (green triangle). The sintering process is divided into three stages: (I) neck formation
(1.6 ps) and fast growth (1.6-8 ps), (II) slow neck growth (8-165 ps), and (III) equilibrium
stage (165-500 ps). The shrinkages of the second and third stages depend on the sintering
temperature. (c) Mean square displacement (MSD, 〈d2〉) evolution of the outermost layer
atoms in NP Ag5Cu2.5 at 300 K (black square), 500 K (red circle), and 700 K (green triangle).
MSD reaches equilibrium at low temperatures (< 500 K), while it increases linearly with
observation time at higher temperatures (> 500 K).
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After recrystallization, shrinkage regression [Figures 2.5(h) and 2.6b] is commonly
observed for these three parallel pairs with equally-sized NPs, presumably due to the
occurrence of elastic collision, which is more pronounced at the initial stage of sintering
[(before 165 ps in Figure 2.6b] [43, 69, 70]. During the bouncing-back process, the PE is
converted to KE, however, shrinkage regression increases the surface area, contributing to
the PE increase from point (g) to (h). At point (i), a twin boundary appears along the [111]
direction, and gradually develops intrinsic stacking fault [Figure 2.5(j)], which consists of
two adjacent planes of HCP atoms and confirms that the Shockley partial dislocation occurs
in (111) planes during the sintering. The partial dislocation core then passes through the left
NP, causing the rotation of left NP [Figure 2.5(k)]. A stacking fault is left behind and finally
ends on the free surface of left NP, forming stable stacking faults in the sintered structure
[Figure 2.5(l)]. The formation of stacking fault also increases the PE of the sintering system
[from point (i) to (j)], which is quickly damped out by thermostats and further rotation of
right NP [from point (j) to (k)]. Twin boundary formation and stacking fault growth confirm
that the plastic deformation via dislocation propagation is an important mechanism for the
early-stage solid-phase sintering [39, 67, 71]. Understanding the formation mechanism of
twin boundaries and stacking faults in FCC lattice could possibly improve the thermal and
electrical conductivities of the sintered structure by manipulation of size, temperature and
crystallographic orientation [72].
The sintering process can be characterized by three stages as the shrinkage curves [Figure
2.6b] illustrate. This three-stage process is also observed in solid-phase sintering of different
sizes of NP pairs [Figure 2.7 (a) and (b)]. Stage I includes the neck formation and rapid
growth, marked by a sharp increase of shrinkage, which is accomplished at around 8 ps at all
temperatures. Since the initial coalescence of NPs does not require thermal activation [18],
the neck formation and rapid growth stages are independent of temperature, as evidenced
by the similar shrinkage slope, dζ/dt. Such an observation is similar to the sintering of NPs
Ag3Cu1.5 and Ag7Cu3.5; however, the duration of stage I depends on the NP size. Smaller
NPs have higher surface energy and curvature, leading to a faster neck formation and growth
stage (e.g., for Ag3Cu1.5 and Ag7Cu3.5, the stage I takes about 6 ps and 11.4 ps, respectively).
Stage II shows the temperature-dependent neck growth with a reduced sintering rate. As
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the neck grows in stage I, the curvature and surface area are reduced, i.e., sintering driving
force decreases, lowering the sintering rate.
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Figure 2.7: Shrinkage (ζ) of two equally sized NPs (a) Ag3Cu1.5 and (b) Ag7Cu3.5
during sintering at different temperatures. The sintered structures at 500 ps for respective
temperatures are also shown. Since the sintered structures at 500 and 700 K in (b) are similar
to that at 300 K, the sintered structures at 300 K is demonstrated only. The sintering process
of both NPs is also characterized by three stages, indicated by dashed lines. The color scheme
is the same as Figure 2.5.
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During the solid-phase sintering of NP pair Ag5Cu2.5-Ag5Cu2.5 at 300 K and 500 K, the
neck does not grow significantly due to the lack of diffusion mechanisms, such as surface
diffusion or grain boundary diffusion. However, at 700 K, the neck grows slowly because
of limited diffusion of surface atoms. MSDs in Figures 2.6c and 2.8 are used to identify
the activation temperature (Ta) for the surface diffusion. MSDs reach equilibrium (constant
values) below Ta (400 K, 500 K, and 700 K for NPs Ag3Cu1.5, Ag5Cu2.5 and Ag7Cu3.5,
respectively), indicating that no surface diffusion occurs below the Ta, which confirms our
finding that the plastic deformation dominates the solid-phase sintering at low temperatures.
As the temperature increases above Ta, MSD increases linearly with observation time due
to more vibrant atomic movement. The surface diffusion becomes a dominant sintering
mechanism at a higher temperature, even below the surface-premelting temperature (Tsm),
although the diffusivity is much smaller than liquid diffusion. The last stage (Stage III) is
the equilibrium stage for solid-phase sintering. For sintering of NP Ag5Cu2.5 below 500 K,
the shrinkage reaches equilibrium after Stage II, and then the atoms vibrate around their
equilibrium positions without diffusion. Although diffusion occurs at a temperature (e.g.,
700 K) above Ta while below Tsm, which is still within the temperature regime of solid-phase
sintering, the shrinkage shows a very slow increase. As a result, the stage III at temperature
below Tsm can also be categorized as an equilibrium stage.
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Figure 2.8: Mean square displacement (〈d2〉) of NPs (a) Ag3Cu1.5 and (b) Ag7Cu3.5 during
sintering process at each temperature. At 400 K (cyan star), the outermost-layer atoms
in NP Ag3Cu1.5 have started to diffuse, and thus 400 K is determined as surface diffusion
activation temperature (Ta) for NP Ag3Cu1.5, while for NP Ag7Cu3.5, Ta is determined as
700 K (olive diamond).
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To reveal the sintering mechanisms in surface-premelting-induced and liquid-phase
regimes, the sintering processes of NP pair Ag5Cu2.5-Ag5Cu2.5 at 900 K and 1000 K are
studied [Figure 2.9]. The three-stage sintering scenario is more significant at 900 K and 1000
K [Figure 2.10a]. Stage I is independent of temperature even though the neck forms a little
faster at a higher temperature due to larger KE. The crystallization-amorphization is not
detected in this stage; instead, the amorphization of interfacial atoms occurs simultaneously
with interdiffusion. As Figures 2.9(a) and (b) show, at the end of stage I (8 ps), atoms in
the neck region are randomly located; i.e., no crystal structure is maintained. In stage II,
the shrinkage is regressed below the MP, but the degree of shrinkage regression decreases as
temperature increases. Above MP (1000 K), the solid phase of the NP has not remained,
and thus atoms move in random directions (no specific path), causing the loss of elastic-
collision-like behavior, i.e., no regression occurs. In smaller NPs, the Stage II takes a longer
time since the surface premelting is pronounced even at low temperatures, which leads to a
continuous neck growth. As a result, the neck size of small NP Ag3Cu1.5 sintered at 400 K
has reached the diameter of initial single NP. At the end of stage II [Figure 2.9(a) at 112
ps] at 900 K, the NP maintains its CS structure, and the Cu cores are not coalescent with
each other. FCC structure occupies almost 50% of all local atom orders in the core. Since
the atoms in the core do not obtain enough energy to override the energy barrier at 900
K, they are trapped in the core and maintain their equilibrium positions during stage III
[Figure 2.9(a) at 500 ps]. On the contrary, the sintered NPs at 1000 K form a ball-shape
structure during stage II [Figure 2.9(b) at 112 ps], minimizing the surface energy. At the
end of stage II, no crystal structure is maintained in the Cu core, indicating that the Cu
core has completely transformed from solid to liquid phase. The atoms in the core then
exhibit outer-diffusion behaviors. As a result, the core disintegrates, and the core atoms are
randomly distributed, mixing with Ag shell atoms during stage III [Figure 2.9(b) at 500 ps].
This difference is evidenced by MSD, which is shown in Figure 2.10b. Diffusivity obtained
from MSD curves is 0.0920 Å
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/ps at 1000 K, which is 16.7 times larger than the value at




Figure 2.9: Local crystalline structural evolution of two Ag5Cu2.5 NPs during sintering at
(a) 900 K and (b) 1000 K as illustration of surface-premelting-induced sintering and liquid-
phase sintering. 1 ps is the onset time of sintering, and 8 ps and 112 ps indicate the ends
of stage I and II, respectively. The local crystalline structures at 500 ps represent the stage
III. The color scheme is the same as Figure 2.5.
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(b) Mean square displacement (MSD, 〈d2〉)
Figure 2.10: (a) Shrinkage (ζ) of two equal-sized Ag5Cu2.5 NPs during surface-premelting-
induced sintering at 900 K (blue star) and liquid-phase sintering at 1000 K (orange sphere).
The three stages are: (I) neck formation (1 ps) and fast growth (1-8 ps), (II) slow neck growth
(8-112 ps), and (III) continuous coalescence (112-500 ps). (b) Mean square displacement
(MSD, 〈d2〉) evolution of outermost layer atoms in NP Ag5Cu2.5 at each corresponding
temperature. At both 900 K (blue star) and 1000 K (orange sphere), MSDs are proportional
to observation time as it approaches infinity. However, the diffusivity obtained at 900 K is
much smaller than that at 1000 K, which is demonstrated by the large slope difference of
these two curves.
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2.3.3 Sintering of Two Unequally sized NPs
Since the size of NPs is distributed, sintering of unequally-sized NPs is more frequent.
For more realistic sintering, the sintering of two parallel pairs with unequally-sized NPs
(Ag7Cu3.5-Ag3Cu1.5 and Ag7Cu3.5-Ag5Cu2.5) is simulated under temperatures ranging from
300 K to 1200 K (in 100 K increments).
At the beginning, the two NPs (Ag7Cu3.5-Ag3Cu1.5) approach each other, forming a neck
with an amorphous bilayer. Atoms in the neck region then quickly crystallize, lowering
the PE of the system (2.4 ps, Figure 2.11). Even at temperatures below Tsm, some of
the shell atoms (within the black ellipse marked in Figure 2.11) in the smaller NPs move
to the surface of the bigger NP (10 ps, Figure 2.11); here, the smaller NP has soft matter
behavior and wets the bigger NP, whereas the bigger NP remains almost intact. This wetting
behavior further diminishes the surface area, resulting in the decrease of the PE from 10 ps
to 38 ps, and then leads to amorphization of the atoms in the neck region (38 ps, Figure
2.11). The amorphized atoms reorient themselves by clockwise rotation to achieve epitaxial
layering, leading to the recrystallization (87 ps, Figure 2.11), which is similar to the initial
sintering stage of equally sized NP pair Ag5Cu2.5-Ag5Cu2.5. As a result of the continuous
reorientation especially in the neck region, more epitaxial layers and a final stable structure
with a crystallized neck are formed (200 ps, Figure 2.11). The final sintered structures at
different temperatures are listed in supplementary materials [Figures 2.12(a) and (b)]. The
neck of the sintered structure of pair Ag7Cu3.5-Ag3Cu1.5 reaches the size of the smaller NP
even at room temperature, as a result of the wetting behavior. However, the Cu core in the
smaller NP is still maintained until the MP. At temperatures above the MP, the smaller NP
shows a higher wettability, and the atoms spread across the surface of larger NP [1000 K,
Figure 2.12(a)]; finally, a ball-shape structure is formed [1200 K, Figure 2.12(a)]. Note that
although sintering of Ag7Cu3.5-Ag3Cu1.5 NPs at 300 K is a complete solid-phase sintering,
the surface atoms are more active due to the existence of Cu core and the ultrafine size of
the small NP, so the wettability of NP Ag3Cu1.5 at 300 K is partially attributed to the strong
surface atom movement. Wettability is less significant as the size difference decreases. The
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solid-phase sintering process of pair Ag7Cu3.5-Ag5Cu2.5 is similar to that of pair Ag5Cu2.5-
Ag5Cu2.5 sintering. The smaller NP of pair Ag7Cu3.5-Ag5Cu2.5 (i.e., Ag5Cu2.5) starts to
wet the bigger NP only at very high temperature [1100 K, Figure 2.12(b)]. This detected
wettability-driven sintering coincides with the reported results [73].
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0 ps, initial configuration
Figure 2.11: Potential energy (Ep) evolution of Ag shell in NP pair Ag7Cu3.5-Ag3Cu1.5
sintering at 300 K. The color scheme is the same as Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.12: Final sintered structures of NP pairs (a) Ag7Cu3.5-Ag3Cu1.5 and (b) Ag7Cu3.5-
Ag5Cu2.5 at various temperatures. The NP pair Ag7Cu3.5-Ag3Cu1.5 exhibits high wettability
even at room temperature while the NP pair Ag7Cu3.5-Ag5Cu2.5 shows the wetting behavior
only at 1100 K, which is above the MP of NP Ag5Cu2.5. The color scheme is the same as
Figure 2.5.
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2.3.4 Sintering of NPs with Different Core Sizes
Although the Cu cores are not coalescent during the solid-phase (Figure 2.5) or surface-
premelting-induced sintering process [Figure 2.9(a)], the existence of Cu core affects the
sintering dynamics. To identify the effects of Cu core, the sintering properties of three pairs
of Cu-Ag CS NPs with different core sizes are compared with pure Ag and Cu NPs. The







Figure 2.13: Initial local crystal orders for pure Ag and Cu NPs with radius of 7aAg
and three Cu-Ag CS NPs with different core sizes, after relaxation at 300 K for sintering
simulations. Here aAg (= 4.0853 Å) is lattice constant of Ag. The color scheme is the same
as Figure 2.5. rcs and rc are CS NP and core radii, respectively.
Shrinkage is calculated during the solid-phase sintering process at 300 K, and the
statistical neck sizes of the stable sintered structures are also measured. Because of the
fact that different pairs have different onset sintering times, the shrinkage does not start at
exactly the same time. As Figure 2.14a shows, the final shrinkage of all CS NP pairs is higher
than that of pure Ag NP sintering. As shown in Figure 2.13, the Cu core induces interfacial
amorphous layers of Ag shell, enhancing the mobility of the Ag shell atoms. However, the
number of surface atoms in the neck region, which participate in the plastic deformation
and surface diffusion, decreases dramatically as the shell thickness increases. Thus, the core
size can be optimized for the shrinkage, and as Figure 2.14b shows, the core size of 3.5aAg
in the Ag-Cu CS NP with a radius of 7aAg results in the maximum shrinkage and neck size
(i.e., optimal core radius/shell thickness ratio is 1). To investigate the size dependency of
the optimal core radius/shell thickness ratio, another five pairs of NPs, pure Ag and pure Cu
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NPs with a radius of 9aAg, Ag9Cu2, Ag9Cu3.5, Ag9Cu5.5, are also studied (Figure 2.15) The
maximum shrinkage and neck size are obtained in NP Ag9Cu3.5 sintering (Figure 2.16), i.e.,
the optimal core radius/shell thickness ratio for NPs with a radius of 9aAg is 0.64. It is also
found that small core has less influence on sintering properties to larger NPs. For example,
compared with same-sized pure Ag NP, the increment in shrinkage of NP Ag9Cu2 is 13.67%;
however, comparing same-sized NPs Ag7Cu2 and pure Ag, the increment in shrinkage is
34.78%. The experimental results also show that in seeded NPs, a small core size has less
influence on sintering properties [74]. On the other hand, the thermal instability is found
in the Cu-Ag CS structure with a very thin shell, where the shell broke into several tiny
clusters [75].
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(a) Shrinkage (ζ) evolution
































(b) Final neck size and shrinkage (ζ)
Figure 2.14: (a) Shrinkage evolution of five pairs of NPs sintering at 300 K (b) Final neck
size (blue triangle) and final shrinkage (red circle) of stable sintered structures.
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Figure 2.15: Initial local crystal orders for pure Ag and Cu NPs with radius of 9aAg
and three Cu-Ag CS NPs with different core sizes, after relaxation at 300 K for sintering
simulations. Here aAg (= 4.0853 Å) is the lattice constant of Ag. The color scheme is the
same as Figure 2.5. rcs and rc are overall particle and core radii, respectively.
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Figure 2.16: (a) Shrinkage during the sintering of five pairs of NPs with overall radius
9aAg at 300 K. (b) Neck size (blue triangle) and final shrinkage (red circle) of stable sintered
structures. The NP Ag9Cu3.5 has an optimal core radius/shell thickness ratio for maximum
densification. The color scheme is the same as Figure 2.5.
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2.4 Conclusions
Sintering mechanisms, such as reorientation, plastic deformation, and surface diffusion, are
suggested in the Cu-Ag CS NP sintering process. Furthermore, two sintering mechanisms are
newly found: (1) crystallization-amorphization-recrystallization during solid-phase sintering
process and (2) wetting in the sintering of two unequally sized NPs induced by its own
small size and existence of Cu core. The wetting is more significant as the size difference
increases, suggesting that dense materials could be achieved for strong bonding strength
once the discrepancy in NPs’ size is large. The Cu core enhances the mobility of the Ag
shell atoms, thus enhancing the sinterability and sintering strength, which is demonstrated
by larger shrinkage. Optimal core radius/shell thickness ratio, which is proposed to achieve
maximum densification at room temperature, decreases as NP size increases.
Through this study on sintering dynamics of CS NPs with different geometries, the roles
of core in sintering are identified, and the effective structures for sintering are suggested; these
enable accurate control of sintering process and achieve strong bonding strength in industry.
Furthermore, this paper provides a significant basis for selecting appropriate temperature
to sinter different-sized CS NPs. Further insights into the maintenance of desirable CS
nanostructures during sintering or heat treating processes are also achieved. For additional
enhancement in understanding of the Cu-Ag CS NP sintering, the morphology, pressure and
crystallographic orientation effects on the sintering mechanisms and quantum size effects in
small clusters can be studied further. More comprehensive evaluation of the mechanical,




Room Temperature Nanojoining of
Cu-Ag Core-Shell Nanoparticles and
Nanowires
Note: Chapter 3 is a modified version of the publication: Jiaqi Wang and Seungha Shin*,
“Room temperature nanojoining of Cu-Ag core-shell nanoparticles and nanowires”, Journal
of Nanoparticle Research, 19, 53 (2017).
3.1 Introduction
Nanoparticles (NPs) and nanowires (NWs) have been widely applied in optical, electrical,
and biomedical nanosystems, such as optical logic gates [76, 77, 78, 79], photovoltaic cells
[80], and bactericidal materials [81]. Among them, Ag nanomaterials have been broadly
utilized in printed electronics [82] and electronics packaging [83] due to the high thermal and
electrical conductivity as well as oxidation stability [84, 85]. However, the high cost of Ag
has hindered the commercial promotion of nanotechnologies involving Ag. As an alternative
to pure Ag nanomaterial, Cu has been considered since the price of Cu nanopowder is much
lower than that of Ag and has comparable thermal and electrical conductivity to Ag. In
order to prevent the oxidation for the excellent thermal and electrical conductivities, a NP
with Cu core/Ag shell structure is conceived and synthesized by researchers [86, 82]. This
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core-shell structure is thermodynamically favorable due to phase separation (the Ag tends to
deposit on the surface) induced by higher surface energy, weaker cohesion, and larger atomic
size of Ag [87]. This core-shell structure can be formed by the Ag wetting on the Cu NPs,
and surface diffusion along the Cu surface since the surface diffusivity is much higher than
the bulk diffusivity [88].
Sintering or joining of nanomaterials has been used as a convenient technique to build
up nanostructure blocks [88, 89, 90]. Nanomaterials have higher specific surface energy,
due to higher fraction of surface atoms with low coordination number, compared with their
bulk counterparts, which induces high sensitivity to heat input. Consequently, conventional
joining methods such as laser welding [91, 92], soldering [93, 94], and ultrasonic bonding
[95] with high thermal energy input can possibly cause damage to the micro or nanoscale
electronic components, where their original morphology should be maintained. However,
room temperature (Troom, 300 K) nanojoining technology does not involve heating or fusion
at the interface. Therefore, the quality of the nanojoint is high due to absence of local heating.
In addition, the low-cost of the Troom joining makes it a promising academic and industrial
field to develop technology producing reliable nanojoint. However, according to our best
knowledge, study on joining process of Cu-Ag core-shell (CS) NW has never been reported
and understanding in the CS NP joining is still immature. Due to the existence of Cu core,
mobility of shell atoms may be alternated, distinct coalescence process and properties of
final joined structures are also expected. Differing from the CS NPs, Cu directly participate
in the joining process of NW in end-to-end configuration, which may also result in distinct
joining processes due to the discrepancy in the cohesive energy of Cu and Ag.
In the present work, we conduct theoretical analysis on joining process with molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation of three pairs of NPs and one pair of CS NWs. Following
this introduction, simulation and analysis methodology are presented. In the Results and
Discussion (section 3.3), the thermal stability of CS NP and NW, joining dynamics of NP
and NW with different geometries are analyzed. To test the reliability of the nanojoint in
the joined NWs, a uniaxial tensile test is performed.
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3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 MD Simulation Implementation
The constructed embedded atom method (EAM) potential [96], through combining the
existed EAM potentials for Cu and Ag, is selected as the force field to describe the
interactions between Cu and Ag atoms. It has been proved that the Cu-Ag phase diagram
and high-temperature properties calculated with this binary EAM potential agree well with
experiments. As a result, it is convincing that this EAM potential can produce accurate
simulation results over broad temperature ranges, although in this research we only conduct
the joining simulations at Troom.
Pure Ag NP, Cu-Ag CS NP and Cu-Ag CS NW are modelled and employed as our
simulation subjects. The detailed geometry information of these three nanostructures will
be addressed in the subsection 3.3.1 of Results and Discussion. Before joining simulation,
each nanostructure is relaxed at Troom for 50 ps, so as to eliminate any effect induced by the
instability of initial structure. All simulations are conducted in NV T canonical ensemble
(constant number of atoms, system volume and temperature) with Nosé-Hoover thermostat
for maintaining the system at Troom. Periodic boundary condition is applied for both the
upper and lower boundaries in three dimensions. A vacuum layer in simulation cells is large
(> interaction cutoff radius, 8.995 Å) enough to ignore interactions with NPs or NWs in
other periodic images. Thus, the periodic boundary condition applied here works as the
non-periodic boundary condition. The equations of motion are integrated with time step
of 1 fs, using the Verlet algorithm, and 1 fs has been validated to conserve energy well in
NV E microcanonical ensemble (constant number of atoms, system volume and energy). The
duration of the joining simulation is 500 ps. Although the complete joining process cannot be
achieved within this time scale, various phenomena in the early stages of the joining process
including neck formation, neck growth, and densification, can be understood through these
MD simulations. In order to investigate the thermal stability of the nanostructures and
validate our simulation methodology, melting temperatures (Tm’s) of these nanostructures
are determined and compared with reported computational and experimental results.
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For studying the mechanical properties of the NW joint, a uniaxial tensile test is
performed with a constant engineering strain rate (erate) of 0.03 ps
−1. The box length L
in x dimension as a function of time t will change as follows:
L(t) = Lx 0 × (1 + erate ×∆t) (3.1)
where Lx 0 is the original length in x dimension, and ∆t is the elapsed time of the tensile
test. In this simulation, tensile test is performed for 60 ps (i.e., total ∆t is 60 ps). The x
dimension of simulation box is updated every time step (1 fs), meaning that the box length
is increased by (L0 × 3× 10−5) Å every time step. The total deformation of simulation box
in x dimension is (L0 × 1.8) Å, which is long enough to break the joined NW. The stress
tensor of each atom in x direction is calculated and summed every 0.2 ps. All aforementioned
simulations of joining, melting and tensile tests are conducted with LAMMPS code [47] and
partial simulations are relied on the Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment
(XSEDE) resources [48].
3.2.2 Analysis Methods
The analysis methods employed in this research are similar to those in the section 2.2 of
chapter 1. Potential energy (Ep) and Lindemann index (δLI) are applied to determine the
Tm; shrinkage is used to characterize the sintering stages of both NPs and NWs; and the local
crystalline structural evolution is identified through the common neighbor analysis (CNA).
3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Thermal Stability of NPs and NWs
The detailed geometries of the relaxed pure Ag NP, Cu-Ag CS NP and NW are shown in
Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1. The NP and NW are denoted as NP-AgxCuy and NW-AgxCuy,
respectively. The x and y are the times of lattice constant of Ag (aAg = 4.0853 Å). Both
the pure and CS NP has an overall radius (rcs) of 6aAg, and the core radius (rc) of CS NP
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is 3aAg, while the rcs of NW is 5aAg and the rc of NW is 2.5aAg. Thus, the pure Ag NP, CS
NP, and CS NW are denoted as NP-Ag6Cu0, NP-Ag6Cu3, and NW-Ag5Cu2.5, respectively.
Table 3.1: Initial configures after equilibration of (a) pure Ag NP (NP-Ag6Cu0), (b) Cu-
Ag CS NP (NP-Ag6Cu3), and (c) Cu-Ag CS NW (NW-Ag5Cu2.5) for melting and joining
simulations
NP/NW type Shell thickness/Å Core radius/Å #Cu atoms #Ag atoms
(a) NP-Ag6Cu0 6aAg 0 0 3589
(b) NP-Ag6Cu3 3aAg 3aAg 627 3130
(c) NW-Ag5Cu2.5 2.5aAg 2.5aAg 2179 4400
Figure 3.1: Initial configurations of (a) pure Ag NP (NP-Ag6Cu0), (b) Cu-Ag core-shell
NP (NP-Ag6Cu3), and (c) Cu-Ag core-shell NW (NW-Ag5Cu2.5).
The NPs are obtained by cutting spherical NPs from FCC lattice, and then are
equilibrated at Troom for 50 ps. The potential energy (Ep) evolution of these three structures
during the equilibration process shows almost constant Ep before 50 ps, indicating the
stability of the nanostructures, as shown in Figure 3.2. This quasi-stable nanostructure with
Cu core after equilibration is employed as an initial structure for sintering, although this
differs from the reported icosahedra structure [97, 98, 87, 99] due to insufficient relaxation
time. This spherical nanoparticle has much smaller terraces, more edges, and kinks compared
with the icosahedra cluster surface in FCC equilibrium nanoparticles, which may strongly
alter the mobility of surface atoms, thus the surface melting mechanisms and joining
mechanisms in initial stage. As a result, the melting and joining of the nanostructure is
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not initiated from optimal structures. However, it can provide fundamental understanding
in temperature and size effects on sintering dynamics, since sintering of different-shaped NP
(quasi-spherical, decahedral, etc.) is also possible in experiment.

















Figure 3.2: Potential energy (Ep) evolution of all NP-Ag6Cu0, NP-Ag6Cu3 and NW-
Ag5Cu2.5 during the equilibration process for 50 ps.
Atoms of the equilibrated structures are rendered with different colors according to local
atom orders analyzed by the conventional CNA with fixed cutoff radius. As shown in Figure
3.1, the surface atoms are amorphous due to low coordination number since the spherical
shape introduces smaller terraces, more edges and kinks, while atoms located between the
surface and the interface are still in FCC lattice sites. Note that differing from NP-Ag6Cu0,
NP-Ag6Cu3 has another layer (in the interfacial region, except the amorphous surface layer)
consisting of amorphous Ag atoms induced by existence of Cu core, which could enhance the
mobility of the shell Ag atoms. Multiple new amorphous Ag layers are observed in CS NW
since the thinner shell than NP hinders crystallization due to lattice mismatch between Cu
and Ag. In CS NW, amorphous Cu atoms appeared mostly along the [111] direction induced
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by large shear stress during relaxation [as indicated by arrows in Figure 3.1(c)], however,
some amorphous Cu atoms appear in random directions without orientation preference [as
indicated by a circle in 3.1(c)]. The defects could disappear if the core size is increased so
that the crystallized structure is maintained.
The Tm is determined as 1060 K for NP-Ag6Cu0 [Figure 3.3(a)], 1100 K for NP-Ag6Cu3
[Figure 3.3(b)], both of which coincide well with reported simulation results of 1050 K and
1090 K [76, 77, 100], respectively, and also coincides with experimental results [101]. The
tiny difference should be ascribed to measurement errors, difference in selected force field
and Cu/Ag mass fraction. It is also broadly reported that the melting of the NP initials from
surface layer and gradually propagates into the inner layers for pure NPs and this also occurs
in bimetallic NPs if their Tm’s are different [76, 77, 102, 103, 104, 105]. The reported melting
propagation also coincides with our simulation results: regarding NP-Ag6Cu0, the evolution
of local orders shows that, the outer layer atoms transform from FCC order (yellow) to
amorphous (magenta) ahead of the inner atoms with temperature increasing, indicating that
melting propagates from surface to inner part. For NP-Ag6Cu3, melting propagation from
surface to inner part is still the dominant scenario, while two other propagation directions are
newly found: (1) inverse-propagation from interface to surface and (2) interface to inner core.
These new propagation directions can be explained by the high mobility of the interfacial
atoms (i.e., metastable interface), as shown in Figure 3.4(a). Due to interfacial interaction
and lattice mismatch, the interface is strongly metastable and unfavorable since the Cu
atoms subject to strong tensile stress [97, 106], thus the δLI’s of several Ag and Cu atoms are
much higher than other atoms, even higher than the surface atoms. The normalized radial
distribution stress of each atom is shown in Figure 3.4(b). The stress of the interfacial Cu
atoms increases significantly compared with the Ag and inner Cu atoms. This provides a
direct evidence that the activated interfacial atoms have the highest mobility at Troom due to
the strong tensile stress. Joining dynamics is expected to be alternated by the high mobility
of interfacial atoms.
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Figure 3.3: Potential energy (Ep) evolution of (a) NP-Ag6Cu0, (b) NP-Ag6Cu3, and (c)
NW-Ag5Cu2.5, during heating process. The color scheme is the same as Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.4: (a) Lindemann index (δLI) of each atom along the radius in CS NP-Ag6Cu3
at 300 K. (b) Normalized radial distribution stress of each atom in CS NP-Ag6Cu3. Several
activated Ag and Cu atoms are found in the proximity of Ag/Cu interface.
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From our simulations, the Tm of NW-Ag5Cu2.5 is also reported as 1060 K [Figure 3.3(c)],
40 K lower than that of CS NP-Ag6Cu3. The Ep evolution curve during the heating process
is smoother than NP-Ag6Cu3 because the surface of the NW has more amorphous atoms
with low coordination number [Figure 3.1(c)], i.e., NW is actually already in a quasi-liquid
state, thus no distinct increase is observed as NW melts; hence, the melting occurs at a lower
temperature than NP-Ag6Cu3.
The thermal stability of nanostructures is also important in determining the joining
mechanisms. For example, at surface-premelting temperature, joining could be facilitated
by surface premelted atoms [76]. Although in this research, joining simulations are only
conducted at Troom, the thermal stability investigated here could still be potential reference
for future joining research at a higher temperature.
3.3.2 Joining of NPs
Joining processes of three pairs of NPs are investigated under Troom. The NP pairs are
Ag6Cu0-Ag6Cu0 (pair1), Ag6Cu3-Ag6Cu0 (pair2), and Ag6Cu3-Ag6Cu3 (pair3), respectively.
To eliminate the effect of relative crystallographic orientation, the two NPs are placed to
each other, facing [100] orientation with a distance of 4 Å (as shown in Figure 3.5), which is
still within the cutoff radius of the EAM potential. Hence, the joining can be initiated by
the attractive forces between the nearest surface atoms.
Figure 3.5: Initial configuration for joining of two NP-Ag6Cu3. The initial joining
configurations of NP pairs Ag6Cu0-Ag6Cu0 and Ag6Cu3-Ag6Cu0 are the same as NP pair
Ag6Cu3-Ag6Cu3 presented here. The color scheme is the same as Figure 3.2.
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ζ and neck size are direct measurement of sinterability of NPs and can also indicate the
bonding strength. Figure 3.6 shows the ζ evolution of three NPs during joining for 500 ps.
The ζ is measured at the onset of joining (two NPs start to have point contact). After 500
ps, the final ζ of pairs 1, 2 and 3 are around 0.060, 0.075, and 0.120, respectively. The neck
sizes of pairs 1, 2 and 3 are measured as 19.33, 23.67 and 27.23 Å, which coincide well with ζ.
Obviously, the NP pair3 yields highest ζ and neck size. This is because the shell atoms of CS
NP have higher mobility than pure Ag NP, induced by the lattice mismatch and interfacial
interactions, which is evidenced by activated Ag atoms found in Figure 3.4.







































Figure 3.6: Shrinkage (ζ) evolution of three pairs of NPs during joining process. The joined
structures at 500 ps are also shown.
As is known, the thermodynamic driving force for sintering is the reduction of surface
energy, and it increases exponentially when a particle size decreases to nanoscale [107]. It
is assumed that with larger ζ and neck size, the reduction of surface area is also larger, i.e.,
the reduction of surface energy is larger. As a result, we checked the Ep to see whether the
calculated neck size and ζ coincide with the Ep evolution.
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Ep evolutions of Ag shell and Cu core during joining at Troom are shown in Figures 3.7(a)
and 3.7(b). It can be known that the initial Ep of three pairs is: Ep, pair1 < Ep, pair2 <
Ep, pair3. As a result, the Ag atoms in NP pair3 has the strongest propensity of reducing
the energy to reach the minimum-energy state. This also indicates that the Ag shell atoms
in NP pair3 have the highest mobility. The Ep of Ag shell decreases dramatically once
the joining initiates, which is induced by the annihilation of free surface during the joining
process, decreasing the surface energy. However, before the Ep of Ag reaches equilibrium,
it fluctuates a lot according to the structural deformation. The joining mechanism will be
addressed in detail, corresponding to the Ep change in the following part.
Figure 3.7: Potential energy (Ep) evolution of (a) Ag and (b) Cu in three NP pairs during
joining process. In NP pair1, Cu is not included. (c) Normalized potential energy reduction
(∆Ep) of joining system at Troom verse time.
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As Figure 3.7(b) shows, the Ep of Cu core does not show obvious decrease during the
joining process, due to the fact that the Cu atoms do not participate in the joining process
under Tm. At low temperatures, the Cu core atoms do not obtain enough energy to escape the
original lattice sites and squeeze their neighbors to diffuse. Instead, they are trapped in the
core and only vibrate around their equilibrium positions. Therefore, the Ep reduction (∆Ep)
of the whole system is mainly contributed by the Ep reduction of Ag shell. To compare the
Ep change of the joining system, the changes in the Ep normalized by the initial Ep before
joining at Troom is plotted in Figure 3.7(c). This figure reveals that the Ep drop during
joining of NP pair3 is larger than NP pair1 and pair2, induced by the strongest propensity
for reaching the energy-minimum position; i.e., NP pair3 has the largest driving force for
joining. The greatest reduction observed here validates our previous finding that the NP
pair3 has the largest ζ and neck size.
To have a comprehensive understanding of joining process, especially the initial neck
formation and growth process, the structural deformation is characterized with respect to
the Ep evolution (Figure 3.8). Before the onset of joining for all pairs, the two NPs are
attracted to each other by interatomic attractive force. As they contact each other (i.e.,
neck formation), the Ep drops quickly since the initial neck growth is very fast. It can be
generalized that the duration from point 1 to 2 [Figures 3.8(b), (d) and (f)] is neck formation
and fast growth (Stage I). In NP pair1 and 2, crystallization during stage I [point 2, Figures
3.8(b) and (d)] is observed. As a result, the Ep reduction in stage I of NP pair1 and 2
is partially contributed by the crystallization of the neck region. However, for NP pair3,
crystallization is absent due to lack of enough Ag atoms in neck region. It is also commonly
observed that the Ep increases after stage I [point 2 to 3 in Figures 3.8(a), (c) and (e)], which
is caused by amorphization [point 2 to 3 in Figures 3.8, (d) and (f)] of pre-crystallized atoms
in the neck region.
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Figure 3.8: Potential energy (Ep) evolution of Ag in three pairs [(a), (c), and (e)] and
characteristic structural deformation at each instant [(b), (d), and (f)].
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In NP pair1, obvious clockwise rotation of the left NP occurs [point 3, Figure 3.8(b)]
while atoms are finding pathways to reorient with each other. Afterwards, the left NP rotates
counter-clockwise, recrystallizes and reduces the Ep [point 3 to 4, Figure 3.8(a)]. Also, SF
forms with two adjacent planes of HCP atoms [point 4, Figure 3.8(b)], after nucleation and
propagation of a Shockley partial dislocation through FCC crystal according to the theory
of crystal dislocations [108, 109]. This SF is stable and does not disappear in the following
joining process. In NP pair2, the rotation is not obvious; however, it does follow the similar
pathways to recrystallize [point 4, Figure 3.8(d)] and lower the Ep of the system [point 3 to
4, Figure 3.8(c)]. In NP pair3, SF forms with two adjacent (111) planes of HCP atoms as
well [point 4, Figure 3.8(f)]. The SF has higher energy than FCC crystalline structure but
less energy than amorphous structure, causing the Ep reduction from point 3 to 4 [Figure
3.8(e)]. However, the SF formed in the NP pair3 is transient and gradually eliminated by the
following adjustment of atom positions. After the recrystallization, ζ regression is observed
in all NP pairs because the NP approaches each other with high speed, resembling elastic
collision behaviors and the NPs bounce back, increasing the surface area of the two NPs.
Consequently, the Ep increases a little bit [point 4 to 5 in Figures 3.8(a), (c), and (e)].
After ζ regression, the NP pairs 1 and 2 reach equilibrium [point 6, Figures 3.8(a) and (c)]
within a short time (around 10 ps), while the NP pair3 takes much longer time (around 44
ps) to reach stable state through gradual elimination of SFs. We characterize the process
from point 2 to 6 as transient neck growth stage (stage II), while the joining process after
point 6 are equilibrium stage (stage III). During stage II of NP pair3, after the ζ regression,
the two NPs are continually approaching to each other induced by the higher diffusivity of
neck-region shell atoms, causing the gradual reduction in Ep [point 5 to 6, Figure 3.8(e)].
Therefore, it yields larger ζ and neck size. During the equilibrium stage (stage III), all NP
pairs are repeating the bouncing behavior along the ζ direction, causing the oscillation in ζ.
3.3.3 Joining and Tensile Testing of CS NWs
Normal welding occurs at high temperature and thus involves molten metals. However,
in this research we investigate the cold-welding of CS NWs at Troom without heating or
compressing. Two CS NWs are placed in an end-to-end configuration with distance of 4
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Å, similar to that of two NPs. The ζ and Ep of both Ag shell and Cu core are tracked to
explain the welding behaviors [Figures 3.9(a) and (b)] and Figure 3.9(c) shows the structural
evolution of NW during welding process. Both the ζ and Ep curves exhibit an obvious three-
stage joining scenario of CS NWs, which is divided by joining rate indicated by the slope of
ζ and Ep curves.
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Figure 3.9: Evolution of (a) Shrinkage (ζ) (b) Potential energy (Ep) of both Ag shell and
Cu core during cold welding process. A three-stage joining scenario can also be observed
(indicated by I, II, and III). The 20, 73, and 200 ps in (a) and (b) are beginning time of
stage I, II, and III, respectively. (c) Structural evolution of two CS NWs during end-to-end
welding process at Troom. Image (1) shows onset joining, in image (2), a neck with size of
NW diameter can be seen. Image (3) shows the formation of stacking faults (SFs). In the
final joined structure (4), stable SF is observed, which are defects detrimental to electrical
and thermal properties. Images (1), (2), (3), and (4) are also indicated in (b).
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In stage I, once the two NWs get contact to each other, amorphous atoms located in two
ends quickly crystallize and form HCP structures, reducing the surface energy from point
(1) to (2) [Figure 3.9(b)]. Process from (1) to (2) occurs faster than any other process since
it is not driven by thermal activation, but large intrinsic atomic force. A joint with size of
NW diameter is formed at (2), and this neck is not enlarged in the following welding process
although the NWs are still approaching to each other (i.e., the size of the neck remains
the diameter of the NW). After the joint formation, several SFs are observed in Cu core
[image (3), Figure 3.9(c)], increasing the Ep of the Cu core [point (2) to (3) in Figure 3.9(b)].
Contrarily, SF formation is not distinguishable in Ag shell, thus the Ep increment of Ag shell
is not so obvious as Cu. After stage I, NWs slow the joining rate, in that the driving force
for the joining is decreased with annihilation of free surface. In the final joined structure
(4), defects such as SFs can be observed, which deteriorates electrical and thermal transport
properties.
To test the reliability of the nanojoint, the joined NW is stretched in x dimension by
a constant engineering rate. The snapshots from (1) to (4) in Figure 3.10(a) show the
structural deformation in cross-sections of the joined NWs during the stretching process with
the corresponding time and strain (ε). The left NW and right NW are rendered with different
colors, so that we can directly observe whether the joined NW breaks at the joint. The
Figure 3.10(b) is the stress-strain curve of the joined NW. As the simulation box deforms in
x dimension, the NW also elongates in x direction, and before 1.2 ps, it is elastic deformation
during which the joined NW can be recovered if the strain is removed. The NW does not have
too much deformation (< 3.6%) in x dimension as indicated by image (2) [Figure 3.10(a)]
within elastic range. Since the tensile test is performed in periodic boundary condition,
several atoms in right NW run across the boundary and re-enter the simulation cell from
the left side. Thus, a small fraction of atoms belong to right NW can be observed in the left
NW in image (2) and (3) [Figures 3.10(a)]. The Young’s modulus (Eym) is determined as
8.29 GPa by fitting the curve within the elastic deformation, while the yield strength (σys)
of the NW is determined as 0.43 GPa. Since the stress curve is strain rate, temperature
and size-dependent [97, 110], the obtained Eym is much lower than the bulk counterparts,
indicating that the NW is very easy to deform under the present conditions. Once the strain
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exceeds the elastic deformation regime, the NW displays obvious elongation and necking,
which initiates at 35 ps [image (3), Figure 3.10(a)]. Finally, the NW breaks at 51.2 ps
[image (4), Figure 3.10(a)]. Surprisingly, the NW is fractured at different point from the
joint, suggesting that the resistance to rupture at the joint can be higher than the CS NW
itself.
Figure 3.10: (a) Structural evolution of Cu-Ag core-shell nanojoint during the tensile
test process, (b) stress-strain curve. The yield strength is determined as 0.43 GPa and the
Young’s modulus is 8.29 GPa. Color scheme for (a): green: Ag in left NW (LNW); red: Ag
in right NW (RNW); white: Cu in LNW; purple: Cu in RNW.
3.4 Conclusions
Joining processes of Cu-Ag core-shell NPs and NWs are evaluated from the energetic
perspective. Similar joining processes are proposed for both nanoparticle and nanowire: (1)
fast neck formation and growth, (2) slow neck growth mainly involves plastic deformation
such as amorphization of neck-region atoms and stacking fault formation, followed by (3)
formation of stable joined structure with or without stacking fault. This three-stage joining
scenario is determined for all nanostructures, depending on the joining rate indicated by
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slope of shrinkage slope. Rupture strength of the nanojoint in the joined NW could be
higher than the CS NW itself.
Through this study on joining dynamics of core-shell NPs and NWs with different
geometries, the roles of Cu core in joining, which enhances the mobility of the Ag shell
atoms, are identified, and the effective configurations for joining are suggested; these may
enable accurate control of joining process and strong bonding strength for improvement of
industrial applications such as conductive films and electrodes. For additional enhancement
in the Cu-Ag CS NP or NW joining and more comprehensive evaluation of the structure, the
morphology and crystallographic orientation effects on the joining mechanisms, mechanical,
thermal and electrical properties of the joined structures, as well as quantum confinement
effects in small clusters, can be further studied.
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Chapter 4




Note: Chapter 4 is a modified version of the publication: Jiaqi Wang, and Seungha Shin*,
“Sintering of multiple Cu-Ag core-shell nanoparticles and properties of nanoparticle-sintered
structures”, RSC Advances, 7, 21607-21617 (2017).
4.1 Introduction
The miniaturization of electronic devices increasingly motivates the development of nan-
otechnology in synthesis, assembly, and the joining of metallic nanoparticles (NP) [111, 112,
113, 114, 115, 116, 117]. Among them, Ag NP has been widely produced and employed in
fabrication of flexible and low-cost electronic devices through sintering, where high thermal
and electrical conductivities are required [118, 119, 120, 121, 122]. However, the cost of Ag
has increased significantly over the last few years and is not projected to display a reduction
trend in the near future [123], which has limited the wide industrial applications of Ag NP.
Thus, Cu-Ag core-shell (CS) NP has been synthesized as a potential alternative to pure
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Ag NP [25, 124, 125]; this allows for tremendous reduction of production costs, enhanced
protection of the Cu core from oxidation, and thereby maintaining the desirable thermal and
electrical properties for electronic applications.
Joining of the CS NP has been widely used as a bottom-up nanotechnology to provide
permanent unions or connections to form functional nanodevices [126, 127, 128]. The
main challenge to nanojoining lies in the formation of a robust junction between NPs with
excellent mechanical, thermal, and electrical performances. Understanding the underlying
sintering mechanisms of NPs can enhance the performance of the sintered structure through
manipulation of temperature, pressure, heating rate, NP size or relative crystallographic
orientation. Numerous studies have been conducted on the sintering process of NPs both
computationally and experimentally [129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134]. While most studies
have focused on the monometallic two- or three-NP sintering model, the sintering process
of multiple bimetallic Cu-Ag CS NPs is still relatively unexplored. The two- or three-NP
sintering model is valid for loosely packed NP sintering in gas phase or on substrates, but
they overlook important factors that affect sintering dynamics and the properties of sintered
structures [135]. For instance, agglomeration and pore effects, which significantly contribute
to the sintering rate and porosity of final sintered structures, are neglected in the two-
NP model. Consequently, the sintering mechanisms and properties of sintered structures
of multiple NPs are different from a two- or three-NP model [136]. Therefore, a model
containing pores to simulate the real case is essential for elucidating the sintering mechanism
of the porous structure and studying the porosity dependency of sintered structure properties.
As an initial attempt, we developed a multiple-CS-NP sintering model with molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation to gain an insight into the nanoscale sintering process by
monitoring the atomic movement [137, 134, 138]. Our model takes into account the effects
of NP size and temperature in this research; we plan a further extension of this model
to reveal the effects of pressure, size distribution, and crystallographic orientation on the
sintering process. The sintering simulations using the monometallic multiple-NP model
have been confirmed to be very effective for reproducing the sintering process in porous
anodes [139, 134]. With this multiple-CS-NP model, the sintering dynamics of CS porous
structure at one atmospheric pressure but various temperatures, as well as mechanical and
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thermodynamic properties of sintered structures, are investigated effectively. Following
this introduction, the methodology of simulation and analysis is displayed. In the Results
and Discussion (section 4.3), the sintering dynamics and sintered structure properties are
analyzed and compared between (1) different-sized multiple-CS-NP models, (2) two-CS-
NP and multiple-CS-NP sintering model, and (3) the bimetallic Cu-Ag CS NP model and
monometallic pure Ag NP model. Implications and future work are elucidated in our
conclusion.
4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Modelling of Multiple CS NPs
Differing from the two-CS-NP sintering model, the multiple-CS-NP model possesses more
degrees of freedom. Although particle packing arrangement can the affect sintering rate
due to different numbers of contacting points [136, 140], the sintering rate is not a main
focus of this research and it is formidable and unnecessary to test all possible arrangements.
Therefore, among various packing arrangements [e.g., simple cubic (SC), body-centered cubic
(BCC), face-centered cubic (FCC), hexagonal close-packed (HCP), etc.], we employ the SC
arrangement, within which the NPs are facing each other with identical crystallographic
orientation. For instance, we set the NPs facing each other with [100] orientation in this
research, then no other orientations such as [111] are induced in this SC arrangement. NPs
are built within a simulation box with periodic boundary conditions in all three dimensions.
Compared to the two-CS-NP sintering model under non-periodic boundary condition [141],
this model is more realistic, since the agglomeration and porosity effect can be directly
addressed [136, 139, 134]. To simplify the simulated system, the effects of core size, and size
distribution of NPs are excluded, i.e., all CS NPs in a simulation cell have the same radius
and ratio of shell-thickness to core-radius.
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Figure 4.1: (a) 3-D view of the initial configuration for sintering simulations of multiple
NP2-Ag5Cu2.5. (b) Cross-sectional image of (a). The initial sintering arrangements of other
CS NPs are identical to NP2-Ag5Cu2.5. (c) One CS NP2-Ag5Cu2.5 extracted from (a), which
is divided into three regimes (core, shell, and surface), as illustrated. The Ag shell atoms
are coloured with green, while the Cu core atoms are coloured with blue.
NP is denoted as AgxCuy, where x and y represent the overall NP and core radii in terms
of aAg, where aAg (= 4.079 Å) is the lattice constant of Ag. Four kinds of NP are employed,
they are (1) NP1-Ag5Cu0, (2) NP2-Ag5Cu2.5, (3) NP3-Ag8Cu4, and (4) NP4-Ag11Cu5.5. The
NP1-Ag5Cu0 is pure Ag NP with a radius of 5aAg, and the latter three are Cu-Ag CS NPs
with rcs of 5aAg, 8aAg and 11aAg and rc of 2.5aAg, 4aAg, and 5.5aAg. Therefore, the ratio of
core radius to shell thickness remains as unity in CS NPs [i.e., rc : (rcs - rc) = 1].
Figures 4.1a and 4.1b show the initial sintering configuration of multiple NP2-Ag5Cu2.5.
Eight NPs are included in each simulation box: one (= 8× 1/8) NP at eight corners, three
(= 6 × 1/2) at the centers of the six faces, three (= 12 × 1/4) at the centers of the twelve
edges, and one at the center of the simulation box. The NPs are separated by a distance
of aAg to prevent atoms from overlapping. This distance is still within the cutoff radius of
the interaction potential so that the sintering can be initiated by attractive forces among
the atoms. For analysis of the surface and shell diffusion during sintering, the NP is divided
into three regimes: Cu core, Ag shell, and Ag surface (Figure 4.1c); their atomic distances




In this research, all the simulations are performed utilizing the LAMMPS code, and the
Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) resources are employed
for partial simulations [47, 48]. The embedded atom method (EAM) potential [142] is applied
for describing the interactions between Cu and Ag atoms [143]. This potential has been
proven to accurately calculate the cohesive energy, lattice parameters, elastic constant, phase
diagram and high-temperature properties of Cu and Ag. A timestep of 1 fs is chosen for all
simulations, and Newton’s equation of motion is integrated with the Verlet algorithm [144].
Melting simulations are first conducted to determine the melting temperature (Tm) as well
as surface-premelting temperature (Tsm) of different-sized NPs. The simulation methodology
is validated by comparing the obtained Tm with other reported values. Based on the resulting
Tsm and Tm, we select temperatures for sintering simulations, in which we (1) investigate the
temperature and size effect on the sintering dynamics, and (2) obtain final structures sintered
at different temperatures as simulation subjects for the subsequent studies of mechanical and
thermodynamic properties.
Melting Simulations
For melting simulations, the system is equilibrated at 300 K for 50 ps, simulations
are then continued at various temperatures ranging from 300 K to 1300 K (employing
increments of 100 K from 300 K to 900 K, and increments of 20 K from 900 K to 1300
K for a closer observation near Tm) for 50 ps at each temperature, while recording the
system-averaged potential energy (Ep) and atomic trajectories of the CS NP every 0.5
ps. Both the equilibration and data production phases are conducted in NV T canonical
ensemble (constant number of atoms, volume, and temperature) with non-periodic boundary
condition. Ep has been widely reported for determining the Tm by the sharp increase in
Ep curve due to the heat absorption at the phase transition [145, 146, 147, 148]. Atom
trajectories are processed to obtain the Lindemann index (δLI, Equation 2.3), which is
employed to determine both the Tsm and Tm, so that verifying the Tm determined by Ep.
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Sintering, Diffusivity and Activation Energy
Sintering of four different multiple-CS-NP systems (NP1-Ag5Cu0, NP2-Ag5Cu2.5, NP3-
Ag8Cu4, and NP4-Ag11Cu5.5) is simulated for 800 ps. All the initial sintering processes such
as neck formation, growth, and densification are observed in the simulations. We employ the
isothermal-heating method in sintering simulations [149], i.e., the sintering system is kept
at 300 K for 800 ps using the 300 K relaxed structure, and then kept at 400 K for another
800 ps with the same structure, until the temperature reaches 1300 K (with increments of
100 K). By applying the isothermal-heating method, temperature gradients inside the NP
will be eliminated and thus heat transfer effects can be ignored. NpT isobaric-isothermal
ensemble (constant number of atoms, constant pressure and temperature) is employed with
Nosé-Hoover thermo- and barostat to control the system temperature and pressure (constant
pressure = 1 atm at all temperatures). Sintering simulations are preceded by energy
minimization on the initial multiple-CS-NP configuration with steepest decent algorithm
[150]. Atom trajectory, Ep, densification (ξ, the ratio of reduction in volume of simulation
cell to initial volume during sintering process), and mean square displacement (〈d2〉) of
surface and shell atoms are exported every 0.2 ps for further comparison and analysis. The








〈{[r(t0 + τ)− rcom(t0 + τ)]− [r(t0)− rcom(t0)]}2〉 (4.1)
where d is the dimensionality, equivalent to 3 for our sintering system, τ is the elapsed
observation time, r(t) is the atomic position at time t, and 〈{[r(t0 + τ) − rcom(t0 + τ)] −
[r(t0)− rcom(t0)]}2〉 is 〈d2〉, which has eliminated any effect from the random center-of-mass
motion caused by Nosé-Hoover thermo- and barostat. The angle brackets, 〈〉, indicate an
ensemble average over all time origins t0. Based on the above equations, the 〈d2〉 and Dself
can be obtained by post-processing the atomic trajectory files. Additionally, the activation
energy of surface and shell diffusion are obtained by fitting the temperature dependence of






where Qv is the activation energy, D0 is a pre-exponential factor, and R is the universal gas
constant (= 8.314 J/K-mol).
Mechanical Properties
Before running simulations for mechanical properties, the final sintered structures (sintering
products at 800 ps) are annealed from the sintering temperature (Tsinter) to room temperature
(Troom = 300 K) within 100 ps, and the annealed structures are further relaxed at Troom for
another 100 ps to obtain a fully equilibrated structure. Strain for mechanical properties is
then applied by uniformly extending the x dimension of the MD cell with a constant axial
strain rate of 2 × 10−2 ps−1; i.e., extending the box length in x dimension by 2% of its
original length every picosecond, followed by rescaling the new x coordinates of the atoms
to fit within the new dimension. Strain (ε), stress (σ), and x, y, and z dimensions of the
simulation cell are recorded every 0.2 ps during the tensile test for mechanical properties,
including Young’s modulus (E100 = dσ/dε), yield strength (σYS) and Poisson’s ratio (ν100
= -εyy/εxx = -εzz/εxx). Since each NP is initially placed facing other NPs with the [100]
direction and did not rotate during sintering, the E100, σYS, and ν100 obtained below Tm are
regarded as those of the {100} faces in the final structures. The E100 and σYS are extracted
from the strain-stress plots, while ν100 is obtained by calculating the strain ratio in the y (or
z) direction and x direction (strain direction).
Thermodynamic Properties
We performed MD simulations on calculating the isothermal compressibility (βT), volumetric
coefficient of thermal expansion (αp), and constant-volume specific heat capacity (cv), using




















In equations 4.3 and 4.4, V is the volume of the multiple-CS-NP system; in equation 4.5, kB
is the Boltzmann constant (= 8.614 × 10−5 eV/K), m is the mass of multiple-NP-sintered
structure, and Ep,tot is the total potential energy of the system. The multiple-NP-sintered
structures at different temperatures are equilibrated prior to the simulations for βT, similar
to that in obtaining mechanical properties. Then, the multiple-NP-sintered structures are
further simulated for 100 ps at Troom under five different pressures (81, 121, 161, 201, and
241 atm, respectively) within the NpT ensemble. As pressure increases, the multiple-NP-
sintered structure is more compressed, thus decreasing the volume. The compressed volume
is obtained by averaging the volume during the last 50 ps. The ratio of volume change to
original volume (−∆V/V0, where V0 is the original volume at 1 atm) is plotted with respect
to pressure change (∆p), and βT is calculated using the slope of the plot obtained by equation
4.3. In simulations for αp calculation, the multiple-NP-sintered structure is first relaxed at
a temperature, which is 200 K lower than the Tsinter for 200 ps, then the temperature is
increased by a step of 20 K and the system maintains at each increased temperature for
100 ps. The volume is averaged during the last 50 ps as well. The αp is the slope of the
(∆V/V0)-∆T plot. Since the cv is dependent on T below the Debye temperature (215 K for
Ag and 315 K for Cu, respectively) [156], we evaluate the cv of all sintered structures at
Troom using equation 4.5 after the equilibration to exclude the temperature dependency.
4.3 Results and Discussions
4.3.1 Thermal Stability of Different-Sized NPs
Sintering dynamics are affected by thermal behaviors of single NP such as diffusion, which
depends on the NP shape, size, temperature, etc. For example, thermal diffusion of triangular
nanoplates can be activated at Troom, to allow the nanoplates to self-sinter and form nanobelts
with a growth-oriented capping agent [157]; while the diffusion of the Cu-Ag two-CS-NP
model is not initiated at Troom [141]. Thus, thermal stability of NPs with various sizes
is first studied under heating process by determining the critical temperatures such as Tm
and Tsm according to the two aforementioned criteria: Ep (Figure 4.2a) and δLI (Figure
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4.2b). Steep jumps are observed in both curves at 960 K, 1180 K, and 1220 K for NP2-
Ag5Cu2.5, NP3-Ag8Cu4 and NP4-Ag11Cu5.5, respectively. The obtained Tm’s for different
sized Cu-Ag CS NPs coincide well with the reported computational values [158]. For further
verification and comparison, we display the cross-sectional images of NP3-Ag8Cu4 in Figure
4.2a. As temperature increases, NP has a less crystallized structure, and the structure at
the determined Tm is completely amorphous, also indicating the phase transition from solid
to liquid.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Potential energy (Ep) of different-sized single CS NP during the heating
process. (b) Lindeman index (δLI) of different-sized single CS NP during the heating process.
The melting temperatures (Tm) determined by both the Ep and δLI coincide well with each
other. Radial distribution of δLI in (c) NP2-Ag5Cu2.5, (d) NP3-Ag8Cu4, and (e) NP4-
Ag11Cu5.5 at surface premelting temperature (Tsm).
Lindemann atom, which has δLI larger than 0.07, on Ag surface indicates that the surface
is premelted. As Figure 2 shows, Lindemann atoms appear at temperatures of 900 K in
NP2-Ag5Cu2.5 (Figure 4.2c), 1100 K in NP3-Ag8Cu4 (Figure 4.2d), and 1160 K in NP4-
Ag11Cu5.5 (Figure 4.2e). These temperatures are determined as Tsm. Since the pure Ag NP,
i.e., NP1-Ag5Cu0, has the identical size as NP2-Ag5Cu2.5, the NP1-Ag5Cu0 should have the
same Tm and Tsm as the NP2-Ag5Cu2.5, which are 960 K and 900 K respectively. The increase
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in Tsm is induced by size effect, i.e., increasing the radius leads to reduction in the ratio of
surface atoms with low coordination number to the atoms with higher bulk coordination
number, contributing to the decrease of the surface energy and thus the mobility of surface
atoms. Not only at Tsm, but even at Troom, interfacial Cu and Ag atoms show higher mobility
than inner Cu atoms and Ag atoms located between the interface and the shell, which can
make a difference to the sintering dynamics as compared with multiple-Ag-NP sintering
model. Detailed physical analysis will be demonstrated in the part of ”Comparison between
Multiple-CS-NP and Multiple-Ag-NP Models”. Table 4.1 summarizes the geometrical details
and the corresponding Tm and Tsm for each NP.
Table 4.1: Geometrical details, melting temperature (Tm) and surface premelting
temperature (Tsm) for four NPs.
NP type rcs rc #Cu atoms #Ag atoms Tm (K) Tsm (K)
NP1-Ag5Cu0 5aAg 0 0 2120 960 900
NP2-Ag5Cu2.5 5aAg 2.5aAg 369 1874 960 900
NP3-Ag8Cu4 8aAg 4aAg 1505 7505 1180 1100
NP4-Ag11Cu5.5 11aAg 5.5aAg 4093 19401 1220 1160
4.3.2 Sintering Dynamics of Multiple CS NPs
As the size of NP decreases, the fraction of surface-layer atoms, which are more sensitive
to the surrounding temperature [159, 160, 161], increases. Thus, a smaller NP is more
thermodynamically active; this is also confirmed by their lower Tsm (Table 4.1). However,
if the NP size is too small, quantum-confinement effect should be considered [162], which
cannot be properly addressed in MD. Hence, for a clear observation of temperature-effect on
sintering dynamics while avoiding the quantum-confinement effects, multiple-CS-NP model
with NP2-Ag5Cu2.5 (the smallest NP in this research) is selected.
Ep is analyzed not only for detecting the sintering mechanism but also for evaluating the
stability of the final sintered structure. As shown in Figure 3a, the Ep of Ag shell atoms
(obtained by averaging the Ep during last 50 ps) in final structures sintered at different
temperatures increases linearly as temperature rises from 300 K to 500 K, characterized as
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the low-temperature sintering without elimination of pores [Figures 4.3(a)-(c)]. The surface
diffusion mechanism loses its dominance at low temperatures (300 - 500 K); instead, other
mechanisms, such as plastic deformation involving dislocation or twinning, contribute to
the densification [136]. Therefore, we employ 300 K as a low-temperature case in order
to study various sintering mechanisms for multiple-CS-NP model. An obvious decrease in
Ep of Ag shell in structures sintered at a temperature range from 600 K (pore elimination
temperature, Tpe) to 800 K is observed, which is induced by the annihilation of free surface
due to pore elimination after sintering [Figures 4.3(d)-(f)]. The Ep decrease indicates that
a more stable structure is achieved in this temperature range (Tpe < T < Tsm) than at low-
temperature cases. At 900 K (Tsm), the pores are eliminated with a higher atomic speed since
surface-premelting occurs in multiple NP2-Ag5Cu2.5 [Figure 4.3(g)]. The whole NP system
is melted at 1000 K (the Tm is 960 K fo NP2-Ag5Cu2.5) and the final sintered structure is
shown as Figure S1h. The melting is also indicated by a steep jump in Ep from 900 K to
1000 K (Figure 4.4a). However, different from the Ag shell, the Ep of Cu core shows a linear
increase both before and after melting, indicating that the Cu cores do not participate in the
sintering at temperatures below Tm. Based on the above analysis, we thus only selected 300,
600, 900, and 1000 K to efficiently analyze the temperature effects on the sintering dynamics
of multiple-CS-NP model with NP2-Ag5Cu2.5 in detail.
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Figure 4.3: Final Morphology of sintered multiple-CS-NP model Ag5Cu2.5 at different
temperatures (T ’s). The pores are not eliminated under T of 500 K. As T increases from
600 K to 900 K, the porosity gradually decreases, thus a more densified structure is obtained,
but still some pores are left inside within the sintered structures. At 1000 K, the whole system
melts, the core-shell structure is collapsed and a Cu-Ag alloy is obtained. Color scheme is
explained as: Blue: Ag FCC; Yellow: Ag HCP; Red: Ag amorphous; Green: Cu FCC;
Magenta: Cu HCP; Cyan: Cu amorphous.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Averaged potential energy (Ep) of the Ag shell and Cu core over the
last 50 ps (total simulation time: 800 ps) with respect to temperature. (b) Mean square
displacement (〈d2〉) of the surface atoms (atoms located within the depth of aAg) in multiple
NP2-Ag5Cu2.5. (c) Potential energy of the Ag shell in NP Ag5Cu2.5 (Ep,Ag) at four repre-
sentative temperatures (i.e., 300, 600, 900 and 1000 K). (d) Densification (ξ) of the sintered
structure of multiple NP2-Ag5Cu2.5. The trends of the 〈d2〉, Ep,Ag, and ξ coincide well with
each other.
At each selected temperature, evolutions of 1) 〈d2〉 of surface atoms, 2) Ep of Ag shell
(Ep,Ag), as well as 3) ξ of the sintering system are monitored and plotted in Figures 4.4b-d,
to characterize the sintering dynamics. Regardless of temperature, the agglomeration of NPs
involving neck formation and fast broadening are achieved within 20 ps as evidenced by the
steep slope of curves in Figures 4.4b-d. This indicates that the initial migration of atoms
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is not dominated by thermal energy of the system. Instead, the attractive forces existing
between the atoms lead to initial contact only if the distance between the NPs is less than
the cutoff radius of the interaction potential. The finding of temperature-independent initial
stage in multiple-CS-NP sintering coincides well with our previous two-CS-NP sintering
model, and also coincides with many other MD simulations of sintering [163, 164, 149, 138,
165].
The sintering process after the initial agglomeration shows a distinct temperature
dependence. At 300 K the 〈d2〉 of the surface atoms remains constant due to insufficient
kinetic energy (Ek) for diffusion, leading to the equilibrium of Ep and ξ, while at 600 K,
Ep and ξ do not reach the equilibrium. Continuous densification of the multiple-CS-NP
model occurs at 600 K with a moderate speed, which facilitates the observation of various
sintering mechanisms. A detailed illustration of sintering process at 600 K is shown in
Figure 4.5, during which local order of each atom is identified by common neighbor analysis
[166, 167, 168] and categorized as: (1) FCC (atoms in a local FCC order), (2) HCP (atoms
in a local HCP orders), and (3) amorphous (atoms in all other local orders, including BCC
order).
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Figure 4.5: Cross-sectional images of the sintering process of porous multiple NP2-Ag5Cu2.5
at 600 K. Blue: Ag FCC; yellow: Ag HCP; red: Ag amorphous; green: Cu FCC; magenta:
Cu HCP; cyan: Cu amorphous.
We start to monitor the sintering behavior at 600 K from 5 ps, at which the NPs make
their initial contact (Figure 4.5a). The surface and partial inner Ag atoms of the center NP
(NP 1, as indicated in Figure 4.5) deviate from original FCC lattice sites to form several high-
energy surface layers. As NPs approach one another, surface energy is minimized, necks are
created and rapidly broadened within 5 ps, and curvature of the pores are diminished (Figure
4.5b). Different from the two-CS-NP sintering model, the multiple-CS-NP sintering model
loses elastic collision behavior (collision and then bouncing back), which can be attributed to
the pore-induced curvature and packing arrangement. One mechanism is that although the
neck formation and broadening stages reduce the curvature, the strong propensity of further
reducing the curvature and thus the surface energy leads to further diffusion. Another
possible mechanism for the disappearance of the elastic collision behavior is the symmetry
of the multiple-CS-NP system. Assuming that NPs 2 and 3 (as indicated in Figure 4.5)
elastically collide with NP 1 from both sides at the same time, NP 1 will either move right
or left. Therefore, the elastic collision behavior cancels out and do not show up in this
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SC packing arrangement. From 10 ps to 100 ps, amorphized atoms in the neck region
rearrange themselves, leading to the recrystallization and thus contributing to further Ep
reduction. This detected amorphization-recrystallization coincides with both two-CS-NP
and two-pure-NP sintering model such as nickel [169] and copper [138]. After 100 ps, pores
are gradually diminished with a moderate Ep reduction rate until 600 ps, at which several
stacking faults (double HCP layers) are formed. This multiple-NP-sintered structure reaches
quasi-equilibrium after 700 ps and stable stack faults are left within the structure, which
could potentially be eliminated by annealing process. The reduction of Ep at 600 K in
Figure 4.4c, acting as a driving force of the sintering [170, 133], contributes to densification
comparable to that at 900 K, indicating that sintering at a lower Tpe can yield the same
densification as Tsm. Note that the sintered structure at 600 K, even at 900 K, is not a fully
densified structure, i.e., still some pores are left in the structure.
Based on the 〈d2〉 value (Figure 4.4b), solid surface diffusion is only observed at 600 K
after the initial neck formation and growth stage. While at Troom, a dominant mechanism
is not the solid surface diffusion, but the plastic deformation including stacking deformation
and twin boundary formation during the neck formation and growth. At 900 K, pores
in the multiple-CS-NP system are quickly eliminated due to higher mobility of premelted
surface atoms. This irreversible pore elimination locates the system in a quasi-equilibrium
low-energy state, thus the premelted atoms recrystallize and have not enough Ek to diffuse,
similar to that at 300 K.
Surface and bulk diffusion of atoms dominate the liquid phase sintering at Tm (1000 K).
The sintering process is dominated by the inter-diffusion of melted core and shell atoms,
similar to that of two-CS-NP sintering model at Tm.[141] The sintering resultant is an alloy
structure with well mixed Cu and Ag atoms. The ξ of the final structure at 1000 K (Figure
4.4d) is smaller (i.e., larger volume) than that at 900 K, and even smaller than that at 600
K due to the thermal expansion of the alloy.
In order to validate the reliability of our results and investigate the size effect, we
performed sintering simulations with identical sintering conditions, but with different NP
sizes, i.e., multiple-CS-NP sintering model with NP3-Ag8Cu4 and NP4-Ag11Cu5.5, 〈d2〉 and
corresponding final sintered structures of these two multiple-CS-NP sintering models at
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each temperature are shown as Figure 4.6. At Troom, it is commonly observed that the
plastic deformation takes precedence in the sintering process, especially at initial stages. In
multiple-CS-NP systems of NP3-Ag8Cu4, the solid surface diffusion dominates sintering at
a temperature (900 K is tested for multiple-CS-NP NP3-Ag8Cu4) lower than its Tsm (Figure
4.6a), since pores are eliminated at Tsm and a stable structure is formed (Figure 4.6c),
thereby deactivating the liquid surface diffusion at Tsm. However, for multiple-CS-NP with
NP4-Ag11Cu5.5, pores are not eliminated even at Tsm (1160K, Figure 4.6d). As a result, solid
surface diffusion dominates the sintering both at a lower temperature (1100 K is tested for
multiple-CS-NP model with NP4-Ag11Cu5.5) and Tsm (Figure 4.6b).
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Figure 4.6: Mean square displacement (〈d2〉)during the sintering of multiple-CS-NP
structures with (a) Ag8Cu4 and (b) Ag11Cu5.5, respectively. Cross-sectional images of
multiple-CS-NP structures with (c) Ag8Cu4 and (d) Ag11Cu5.5 at critical T ’s. Slow solid
diffusion can be observed at 900 K in (a) while no solid diffusion can be observed after the
liquid diffusion of surface premelted atoms at surface premelting temperature (Tsm) 1100
K. However, continuous diffusion is observed at both 1100 K and 1160 K in multiple-CS-
NP Ag11Cu5.5 due to the continuous pore narrowing. Pores are eliminated at Tsm (1100
K) in multiple-CS-NP structures with Ag8Cu4; thus, no solid diffusion can be observed in
(a). However, for Ag11Cu5.5, pores survive even at Tsm (1160 K), causing continuous solid
diffusion following by initial liquid diffusion. The Ag shell atoms are colored with green,
while the Cu core atoms are colored with blue.
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4.3.3 Comparison between Multiple-CS-NP and Multiple-Ag-NP
Models
Sintering simulations on multiple NP1-Ag5Cu0 under the same conditions (size, temperature
and pressure, etc) as multiple NP2-Ag5Cu2.5 demonstrate that the CS NP is a more suitable
candidate for higher ξ as shown in Figures 4.7a, b, and c. Since the CS and pure NPs have
the same overall radius, the higher ξ of CS NP is not induced by the higher mobility of surface
atoms. 〈d2〉 of the surface atoms in both the CS and pure NPs presents direct evidence for
the similar mobility of surface atoms at Troom (black and green lines, Figure 4.7d). However,
the mobility of the overall shell atoms in multiple-CS-NP model is over 60% higher than
that of the multiple-Ag-NP (blue and red lines, Figures 4.7d, e, and f), where this increased
shell mobility is attributed to lattice mismatch and interfacial restructuring between Ag and
Cu atoms; thus, the mobility of the Ag atoms in the vicinity of the Cu-Ag interface is much
higher than surface atoms. As temperature increases up to 600 K, pores are not eliminated
in multiple-Ag-NP model due to a lack of sufficient solid surface diffusion (smaller 〈d2〉 of
multiple-Ag-NP model than the multiple-CS-NP model is demonstrated in Figure 4.7e).
Pore elimination at 600 K in multiple-CS-NP model suggests that the activated interfacial
Ag atoms facilitate the ξ. At 900 K, even though surface premelting occurs in multiple-CS-
NP model, the 〈d2〉 of the surface atoms is smaller than the multiple-Ag-NP model (black
and green lines, Figure 4.7f). This supports that the surface diffusion is not a dominant
mechanism at Tsm in small CS NP(rcs < 8aAg) while it contributes to the densification of
multiple-Ag-NP model at 900 K.
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Figure 4.7: (a-c) Densification (ξ) and (d-f) mean square displacement (〈d2〉) during
multiple-NP sintering with Ag5Cu2.5 and Ag5Cu0 at 300 K, 600 K, and 900 K. At each
temperature, the ξ of CS NP2-Ag5Cu2.5 is higher than that of pure Ag NP1-Ag5Cu0 due to
the high mobility of interfacial Ag atoms in the CS NP model.
4.3.4 Self-Diffusivity and Activation Energy
Self-diffusivity (Dself ) characterizes atom mobility during sintering, while activation energy
(Qv) is a good measure of sinterability within porous materials [135]. Dself and Qv for surface
and shell diffusion of multiple-CS-NP sintering model with NP2-Ag5Cu2.5 are studied in this
research. Accurate diffusivity can be obtained only if the atoms travel a sufficient distance to
make the 〈d2〉 have a linear, infinite time behavior, which is required by the Einstein relation.
However, below Tm, the atoms vibrate around the equilibrium positions once the sintering
system reaches the minimum-energy state; i.e., diffusion ends before it reaches linearity.
Thus we employ the 〈d2〉, starting from the initial contact of multiple NPs and ending at
the system minimum-energy state, as the diffusion period for calculating the Dself and Qv
(starting and ending points are indicted by spherical dots in Figures 4.8a and b). In Figure
4.9, the Qv of the shell and surface diffusion is 0.42 eV and 0.46 eV respectively, which is in a
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fairly good agreement with the reported Qv for silver {100} surface diffusion (0.4 eV) [171].
However, these values are smaller than the Qv of grain boundary (84.4 kJ/mol = 0.87 eV)
[172] and lattice self-diffusion (192.1 kJ/mol = 1.99 eV) [173] in Ag. These discrepancies
can be attributed to (1) a higher surface mobility induced by the ultrafine sizes, and (2) a
higher mobility of interfacial Ag atoms in CS structures. Note that the Qv of overall shell
is lower than that of surface; i.e., the shell diffusion is easier to be activated compared with
surface only. These results also coincide with our previous findings that the interfacial atoms
of Ag shell have higher mobility than surface atoms and lead to a much higher densification
in multiple-CS-NP model as compared with same-size multiple-Ag-NP model. Smaller Dself
and higher Qv are expected for larger NPs due to size effects, although significant size effects
have not been reported on surface diffusivity for Ag NP in the size ranges of 10-40 nm [174].
More detailed examination on the size dependency of activation energy will be conducted
with MD approach in the near future.
Figure 4.8: Mean square displacemnt (〈d2〉) of the (a) surface and (b) shell atoms during
the sintering of multiple Ag5Cu2.5 NPs. The self-diffusivity (in the unit of Å
2) obtained by
linear fitting is also shown after each T . The dots in each curve represent the starting and
ending points, during which the (〈d2〉) is used to calculate the self-diffusivity and activation
energy.
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Figure 4.9: Arrhenius plot of self-diffusivity of shell and surface in the multiple-CS-NP
sintering model Ag5Cu0. The solid line is the Arrhenius equation fitting. The activation
energies obtained for the shell and surface are 0.42 eV and 0.46 eV, respectively.
4.3.5 Mechanical Properties
Temperature and size dependent mechanical properties including Young’s modulus (E100),
yield strength (σYS), and Poisson’s ratio (ν100) are discussed in this section. Table 4.2
summarizes these properties of final structures sintered at four representative temperatures,
which are i) T1 = Troom, ii) Troom < T2 < Tsm, iii) T3 = Tsm, and iv) T4 > Tm (i.e., 300, 600, 900,
and 1000 K for sintered structures of both NP1-Ag5Cu0 and NP2-Ag5Cu2.5; 300, 900, 1100,
and 1200 K for NP3-Ag8Cu4; 300, 1100, 1160 and 1300 K for NP4-Ag11Cu5.5). Since each NP
is initially placed facing other NPs with [100] direction and do not rotate during sintering,
the Young’s modules, yield strength and Poisson’s ratio obtained below Tm are regarded as
those of {100} faces in the final structures. The Young’s modulus (E100 = ∆stress/∆strain
in elastic regime) and yield strength (σYS) are extracted from the strain-stress plots (not
shown here), while the Poisson’s ratio (ν100 = -εyy/εxx = –εzz/εxx) is obtained by calculating
the strain ratio in the x, y, and x, z dimensions. During the tensile test, isotropic shrinkage
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in the y and z direction is observed, demonstrating the identical Poisson’s ratio in the final
sintered structures.
Table 4.2: Mechanical properties of the final structures sintered at four critical
temperatures.
T (K)
Young’s modulus (E100, GPa) Yield strength (σYS, GPa) Poisson’s ratio (ν100)
NP1 NP2 NP3 NP4 NP1 NP2 NP3 NP4 NP1 NP2 NP3 NP4
300 17.04 21.33 14.11 11.24 1.18 1.83 1.30 1.04 0.12 0.30 0.26 0.24
600 21.72 33.64 − − 1.63 2.55 − − 0.23 0.37 − −
900 33.15 38.51 22.12 − 2.62 2.84 2.04 − 0.38 0.39 0.29 −
1000 27.72 33.22 − − 1.63 1.51 − − 0.40 0.41 − −
1100 − − 40.34 21.43 − − 3.73 1.71 − − 0.39 0.28
1160 − − − 23.37 − − − 2.13 − − − 0.31
1200 − − 28.13 − − − 1.87 − − − 0.41 −
1300 − − − 34.05 − − − 1.68 − − − 0.41
Through scrutinized comparison and analysis, we have the following findings:
(1) Below Tm, all three properties of the sintered structures by multiple NP1-Ag5Cu0
are smaller than the counterparts sintered by multiple NP2-Ag5Cu2.5, manifesting that the
former has smaller elastic resistance and the maximum force it can bear for recovering the
original shape is also smaller, but the resistance in the orthogonal directions of the strain
are larger. Note that all of these properties also increase with temperature, regardless of
the NP size. This suggests that the pore narrowing and elimination in the final sintered
product increases its resistance of elastic deformation in the elongation direction, and the
maximum force, with which the structure can withstand and still recover its original shape,
while decreasing the resistance of deformation in the shrinkage directions.
(2) In general, all properties tend to decrease as the nanoscale grain size increases below
Tsm. The E100 of nanocrystalline materials increases with decreasing the grain size, which
contradicts the previous study [175]. However, the porosity of larger grain sized NP-sintered
structure is also higher than smaller grain-sized structure (even the sintering temperature of
larger grain sized structure is higher), and the porosity has substantially greater effect than
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the grain size effect (larger porosity induces smaller E100). Therefore, a more dominant
porosity effect leads to a smaller E100 in larger grain sized structures. The grain-size
dependency of σY S and ν100 coincides well with previous experimental and theoretical results
[176, 177].
(3) For the sintered structure above Tm, E100 and σYS is smaller than that at Tsm, except
the E100 of sintered NP4-Ag11Cu5.5. Pores in sintered structure of multiple NP4-Ag11Cu5.5
are not eliminated at Tsm, leading to a smaller E100, compared with that at the temperature
(1300 K) above Tm. Quenching has been executed before the tensile test with rate of 7×1012
K/s, 9×1012 K/s, and 1013 K/s for sintered multiple NP1-Ag5Cu0 and NP2-Ag5Cu2.5, NP3-
Ag8Cu4, and NP4-Ag11Cu5.5, respectively, all of which are orders of magnitude higher than
the critical quenching rate for glass formation (105 to 106 K/s) [178, 179]. The Ep evolutions
during quenching also indicate that all three sintered structures form metallic glass, without
an abrupt decrease in the Ep curve [180, 181].The formation of the metallic glass yields
lower E100 and σYS, compared with those of nanostructured porous materials. Contrarily,
ν100 increases with temperature regardless of whether the quenched structure is crystallized
or metallic glass, which is different from the decrease of E100 and σYS at temperatures above
Tm. A uniform ν100 of ∼0.41 is obtained for all metallic glass structures, manifesting the
identical resistance in shrinkage direction.
4.3.6 Thermodynamic Properties
Thermodynamic properties (i.e., βT, αp, and cv) calculated from our simulations are
summarized in Table 4.3. The βT and αp are calculated. The response of the volumetric
change to pressure is more significant in a sintered structure with a larger porosity to yield
a higher isothermal compressibility βT. At Troom, all four sintered structures possess large
porosities, which induce large βT (0.099, 0.053, 0.068, and 0.095 GPa
−1 for NP1, NP2, NP3,
and NP4 sintered structures, respectively), while βT decreases with increasing temperature
due to pore narrowing and elimination. Differing from sintered NP3 and NP4, βT of the
molten sintered structures of NP1 and NP2 are 0.018 GPa−1and 0.015 GPa−1, both of
which are larger than those at Tsm of 900 K. The sintered structures by multiple NP3’s
and NP4’s still contain pores at Tsm (Figure 4.6d), but not at Tm. Thus, the βT at Tsm
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is larger than the molten sintered structures of NP3 and NP4. On the other hand, pores
in NP1 and NP2 are completely eliminated above Tsm, so we attribute the larger βT above
Tsm to its less crystallinity instead of porosity, which results in higher entropy and more
compressibility. This analysis concludes that porosity dominates the decreasing trend of
βT in NP-sintered structure below Tsm, while the dominant factor switches to crystallinity
once pores are completely eliminated. αp exhibits porosity and grain-size independence,
i.e., no obvious difference is observed for all NP-sintered structures below Tsm. A uniform
αp (∼1.2×10−4 K−1) is achieved for all amorphous Cu-Ag alloy structure, which is ∼75%
higher than the αp of crystallized structure. Thus, the higher entropy of the less-crystallized
melted structure induces not only more compressibility, but also more expansivity. Similar
to αp, no obvious dependency on porosity, grain size and crystallinity is observed for cv.
Values ranging from 0.111 to 0.170 kJ/kg-K are obtained for all CS NP-sintered structures,
while a much smaller averaged cv for pure Ag NP sintered structure is calculated as 0.054
kJ/kg-K.
Table 4.3: Thermodynamic properties of three final structures sintered at four different
sintering temperatures.
T (K)
Isothermal compressibility Coefficient of thermal Specific heat capacity
(βT, GPa
−1) expansion (αp × 105, K−1) (cv, kJ/kg-K)
NP1 NP2 NP3 NP4 NP1 NP2 NP3 NP4 NP1 NP2 NP3 NP4
300 0.099 0.053 0.068 0.095 5.50 6.43 6.69 6.48 0.051 0.134 0.122 0.122
600 0.068 0.014 − − 6.07 6.50 − − 0.055 0.122 − −
900 0.017 0.010 0.041 − 7.40 7.26 5.90 − 0.056 0.111 0.150 −
1000 0.018 0.015 − − 15.40 12.03 − − 0.052 0.149 − −
1100 − − 0.009 0.049 − − 7.41 6.85 − − 0.128 0.167
1160 − − − 0.038 − − − 6.14 − − − 0.170
1200 − − 0.008 − − − 12.02 − − − 0.132 −
1300 − − − 0.009 − − − 11.89 − − − 0.128
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4.4 Conclusion
We report the sintering differences and similarities between (1) multiple-CS-NP models
with different-sized NPs, (2) the multiple-CS-NP and two-CS-NP models, and (3) the
multiple-CS-NP model and multiple-Ag-NP model. Interplay among porosity, grain size,
and crystallinity on the mechanical and thermodynamic properties of NP-sintered structures
are also unraveled. The main conclusions are drawn below as:
1. Differing from the two-CS-NP sintering model, this research on the sintering of
multiple-CS-NP exhibits accurate description of agglomeration and pore elimination. Loss
of elastic collision behavior during the sintering of multiple-CS-NP model is found which
contributes to a faster reach on thermodynamic equilibrium.
2. For smaller CS NP (rc < 8aAg), solid surface diffusion dominates sintering at an
intermediate temperature (Troom < T < Tsm) for the multiple-CS-NP sintering model, while
plastic deformation plays a significant role at the Troom; liquid surface diffusion is deactivated
after recrystallization at Tsm. Solid surface diffusion can induce continuous pore narrowing
and elimination at Tsm in larger NP (rc > 11aAg).
3. Activated interfacial atoms induced by lattice mismatch and interfacial interaction
contribute to a higher densification, and thus a higher bonding strength in multiple-CS-NP
sintered structures than the pure Ag NP sintered structures.
4. E100, σYS, and ν100 of the NP-sintered structure under Tsm are positively correlated
with grain size, but negatively with porosity. In general, the metallic glass structure yields a
lower E100 and σYS, but identical ν100, compared with nanoporous crystallized structures. In
terms of thermodynamics properties, the βT also has negative dependency on porosity while
the αp and cv are independent of porosity and grain size.
This research illustrates a more realistic sintering scheme of multiple-CS-NP model at
various critical temperatures than the two-CS-NP sintering model. The size and temperature
dependency of the properties of the final sintered structures are investigated to provide a solid
theoretical basis for selecting suitable sized NP and temperature to meet specific property
requirements. These findings corroborate our previous research on sintering dynamics of two
Cu-Ag CS NPs. Further simulations for the effects of relative crystallographic orientation
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Summary and Future Work
5.1 Summary and Impacts
Through the integrative investigation of sintering dynamics of Cu-Ag core-shell nanos-
tructures with three different models (models of two core-shell NPs, two core-shell NWs,
and multiple core-shell NPs) , sintering dynamics of loosely-packed nanostructure sintering
in gas phase or on substrate has been elucidated, and the effect of porosity as well as
nanostructure agglomeration during sintering have been illustrated: (1) two new sintering
mechanisms are found, i.e., crystallization-amorphization-recrystallization during solid-phase
sintering process and wetting in the sintering of two unequally sized NPs. (2) A three-
stage sintering process is found for both nanoparticle and nanowires, involving the fast
neck formation and growth (stage 1), slow neck growth (stage 2), and formation of stable
joined structure with defects. (3) Optimal ratio of core radius to shell thickness is suggested
to experimentalist to achieve maximum bonding strength. (4) Role of Cu is found to
be increasing the mobility of overall shell atoms, thus increasing the sinterability of the
nanostructures and the bonding strength. (5) Mechanical and thermal properties of the
sintered nanostructure exhibit competitive performance compared with its bulk counterpart
or single nanoparticle. The enhanced understanding in nanostructure sintering provides
a theoretic basis for experimentalists to choose optimal sintering conditions to achieve
desirable properties of a sintered structures, which opens new opportunities for developing
new applications in printable nanoinks, catalysts, electrodes and other energy devices.
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5.2 Recommendation for Future Studies
In all these studies, only the temperature and size effects are considered, while other
parameters, such as the crystallographic orientation, pressure, size distribution, etc., are
maintained constant, which is contradictory to the realistic sintering model. For further
enhancing the understanding in sintering of a more realistic model, I would like to recommend
continuing the work in:
(1) Studying the temperature and pressure effect on the sintering dynamics of a multiple-
CS-NP/NW model containing randomly-distributed nanostructures. Here the “randomly-
distributed” means the size, crystallographic orientation, core size, and packing arrangement
are randomly distributed, and also the system contains both the NPs and NWs. This model
should be comparable to the initial sintering nanostructure in experiment and would yield
more scientific-reasoning results. In situ sintering experiment can be conducted at the same
time for comparison.
(2) Performing tensile test simulations on the sintered product from research (1), to
calculate the mechanical properties and elucidate the deformation mechanisms. Also,
different thermal properties can be calculated for comparison. This research would be
beneficial to the experimentalist in designing sintering conditions to achieve desirable
structures for specific applications.
(3) Employing the quantum mechanics approach, such as the density functional theory to
compare the sintering dynamics of the multiple-CS-NP/NW model obtained from molecular
dynamics. The thermal and electrical transport properties of the sintered structures (such as
thermal and electrical conductivity) should also be further studied using quantum methods,
since they are important properties which influence the safety and reliability of the electronic
applications. However, the limit of the quantum method calculation relies in the speed of
the calculation, thus developing quantum computing should significantly contribute to the
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